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Under fire y the performance of men and machines depends on what they are made of. United States Steel
makes the materials for the machines, whether it's a very tough armor plate, or heat-resistant alloy, or Stainless Steels.
You might be interested in some of the USS steels developed specifically for aircraft and missiles:
USS Strux, an alloy steel with close to 300,000 psi tensile strength primarily for aircraft landing gears;
USS Airsteel X-200, an air-hardenable alloy steel with 230,000 psi yield strength for aircraft sheet and missile
applications; USS 12MoV and USS 17-5 MnV Stainless Steels for high-speed aircraft and missiles;
Stainless "W", a precipitation-hardenable Stainless Steel.
New "exotic" metals, new methods for making them, present an exciting challenge. Men willing to accept this
challenge—civil, industrial, mechanical, metallurgical, ceramic, electrical or chemical engineers have a future
with United States Steel. Write to: United States Steel, Personnel Division, Room 2316,
525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.
uss is a registered trademark
UsS United States Steel
A
Thinking Ihr up the road
• • •zn electronics The automatic highway,
demonstrated in this working model of General Motors exper
imental
Auto-Control System, is an electronic marvel that takes over s
teering,
.speed, braking and obstacle detection for drivers.
GM positions now


















If you're thinking ahead in the field of
science or engineering, General Motors
is the place for you. Here are many
challenging opportunities for young men
who want to do things, do things better,
solve problems on projects that probe
into the future.
Among many available fields and
products in which GM engineers and
scientists work are: electronics, rocket
propulsion, automotive, solar energy,
astronautics, diesel engines and house-
hold appliances.
GM has plenty of room in which you
can grow. As you move forward, you
take on jobs of greater responsibility in
your Division and can bridge across to
positions of responsibility in other Divi-
sions of the Corporation. And if you
wish to continue with advanced studies,
GM offers financial assistance.
For more information on a fine posi-
tion with an exciting future, write to





Westinghouse is the best place for talented engineers
Westinghouse mathematicians Burnham Moffat and Dr. Richard Durstine check on an electronic
computer working out solutions to a heat transfer problem for the company's Atomic Power Division.
The Mathematics Department helps you to use
high-speed computers to solve your problem
The Mathematics Department helps Westinghouse
engineers take advantage of modern methods of mathe-
matics and new developments in this field. If new tech-
niques are needed to use a digital computer for solving
an engineer's problem, these men will develop them.
This department, the second of its kind in American
industry, is staffed by 15 Ph.D.'s, 3 M.S.'s, and 6 B.S.
mathematicians. Among other accomplishments, it is
credited with developing OPCON, an electronic brain
for optimizing control of processing systems. OPCON
won for Westinghouse the 1958 Industrial Science
Achievement Award of the A.A.A.S.
Supporting the work of about 150 other mathemati-
cians with operating divisions, the Mathematics Dept.
is actively studying industrial logistics (called OR or
Operations Research by some), fatigue of metals (pio-
neering work using statistical techniques), equipment
and system design, and a variety of other challenging
problems.
The young engineer at Westinghouse isn't expected to
know all of the answers. Our work is often too advanced
for that. Each man's work is backed up by specialists—
like the men in this Mathematics Dept. Even tough
problems are easier to solve with this kind of help.
If you've ambition and real ability, you can have a
rewarding career with Westinghouse. Our broad product
line, decentralized operations, and diversified technical
assistance provide hundreds of challenging opportuni-
ties for talented engineers.
Want more information? Write to Mr. L. H. Noggle,
Westinghouse Educational Dept., Ardmore & Brinton
Roads, Pittsburgh 21, Pa.
YOU CAN BE SURE...IF IT'S
Westinghouse
WATCH WESTINGHOUSE LUCILLE BALL-DESI ARNAZ SHOWS
CBS TV FRIDAYS
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Congratulations to THE TECHNIC on its very interesting, informative article RELIGION AT ROSE. The
editors are certainly to be commended for their interest in this important subject and for bringing the result of
their survey to the attention of all of us on the campus.
Since is inception some five years ago, the chaplain 's office has kept a record of church preferences as stu-
dents indicated them at the time of their registration. Each year names have been sent to the churches of their
choice and we have cooperated to the best of our ability with pastors in helping students maintain their church
affiliations.
The high percentage of church membership indicated by your survey is both interesting and encouraging. I
wonder, however, just what church membership means to many of those who have it. Church membership per
se means relatively little. What led to that membership? What does it imply? To what, if anything, does it commit
one, not for the moment but for all of one's life? These are the important questions, not merely if one's name
happens to be somewhere on a church roll. If membership in a church really meant what it is designed to mean,
there would be no let down of moral standards, no aimless drifting along through life, no self-seeking at the ex-
pense of others, none of the great social evils that today threaten the very existence of our boosted western civ-
ization.
As chaplain, here to serve Rose men in any way within my power, I would welcome the opportunity to talk
with individuals or with groups about these great moral and religious problems that are inextricably bound up
with a satisfying, useful life. My office door is open at designated times. My home telephone rings at any hour,
day or night.
LeRoy Brown, Chaplain





RCA Electronics creates the "501" to streamline the paper work
of business—it reads, writes, figures and remembers on tape
Much of today's traffic jam in paper
work is being eliminated by electronic
data processing. But to build a system
that would be practical and economical
for even medium-sized organizations
was a job for electronic specialists.
To solve the problem, RCA drew on
its broad experience in building com-
puters for military applications and
combed its many laboratories for the
latest electronic advances that could
help. The result was the RCA "501"
high-speed electronic data processing
system—the most compact, flexible, and
economical ever built. It is a pioneer sys-
tem with all-transistor construction for
business use.
The "501" cuts out paper work bottle-
necks for many government agencies
and businesses, from stock brokerage
firms to public utilities, banks, insurance
companies, and steel mills.
It "remembers" millions of letters,
numbers, and symbols that are "read''
onto its magnetic tapes by such things
as punch cards and paper tapes. In a
fraction of a second, it can do thousands
of calculating, sorting, and comparing
operations—and checks each step.
Finally, it writes such things as bills, re-
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
ports, payrolls in plain English at 72,000
characters per minute.
This economical and practical answer
to an acute business problem is another
way RCA Electronics is helping to sim-
plify the growing complexity of business.




















This huge research center at Whiting, Indiana, is only
part of Standard Oil's research facilities. A recently









oratory, not shown here, is the largest laboratory of
its kind in the country. In addition, large research
laboratories are operated by several affiliates.
Where the fuels of the future are born!
From time to time, we are asked if gasoline
and oil today really are better than they were
five or ten years ago. People can't see the
difference, smell it, or feel it.
The answer is an emphatic yes. And this
aerial view of Standard Oil's research center
at Whiting, Indiana, is graphic evidence of
the extensive research work that goes on be-
hind the scenes day in and day out.
Thousands of research experts—chemists,
engineers, and technicians—work together in
Standard's modern laboratories, improving
present fuels and lubricants and developing
new ones for cars that will not be a reality
until about 1965! Rocket fuels, too, are being
developed. Standard's development of clean-
STANDARD
burning, highly-reliable solid fuels has been a
real contribution to America's missile program.
Since our first research laboratory opened
69 years ago, research scientists of Standard
Oil and its affiliated companies have been re-
sponsible for many major petroleum advances
—from making a barrel of oil yield more gas-
oline to discovering a way to revive almost-dry
wells. Each process had the effect of adding
billions of barrels to America's oil reserves.
At Standard Oil, scientists have an oppor-
tunity to work on a wide variety of challeng-
ing projects. That is one reason why so many
young men have chosen to build satisfying
careers with Standard Oil.
OIL COMPANY
910 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 80, ILLINOIS
STANDARD
THE SIGN OF PROGRESS...
THROUGH RESEARCH
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Tracks of atomic particles in a bubble chamber developed by Prof. Donald A. Glaser of the University of Michigan
ATOMIC POWER and DETROIT EDISON
A vast new source of energy—from the atom—is
of major interest at Detroit Edison. The advances
already made indicate that the electric power
industry is on the tlreshold of exciting new
developments in atomic electric power.
Detroit Edison personnel are playing a leading
role in these developments. One such project is
the Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant near
Monroe, Michigan. Here many of our men are
assigned to the Power Reactor Development
Company and the Atomic Power Development
Associates in the design and construction of the
world's largest breeder reactor. This is but one
example of many scientific pioneering achieve-
ments which provide continuing challenges to
young engineers in the electric power industry.
THE DETROIT EDISON COMPANY
Detroit 26. Michigan








HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES OF 1959
You are cordially invited to visit Rose Poly-
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In the light of the recent adverse publicity throughout the coun-
try directed toward fraternities, it is felt that some of the advantages
of fraternities should be pointed out.
Looking at fraternities from a strictly financial angle, there are
several advantages. They can be seen in the financial burden that the
fraternities remove from hard-pressed schools. At this time, colleges
are in the midst of big expansion programs because of the great in-
crease in young people entering college. Most of these institutions
cannot expand fast enough because of their limited amount of funds
available. To use Rose as an illustration, if it were not for the fraterni-
ty houses, the school would have to provide housing to take care of
nearly 200 more men. This would necessitate building another dormi-
tory the size of Bauer-Sames-Bogart Hall. This undoubtedly would
prove out of the question considering the need of the school for new
equipment and more classroom facilities under the new curriculum.
There are many other ways of showing the advantages of a fra-
ternity system. Competition for a fraternity scholarship award on
most campuses is another point in the fraternities favor. Again, using
Rose as an example, the cumulative average of the four fraternities
is a 2.52, which is well above all-man's average.
Another example of the training which fraternities provide is the leadership shown by fraternity
men on campus. An example of this can be seen in our own Blue Key Chapter, a service organization,
which at this time is composed entirely of organize d men. Tau Beta Pi also boasts a group of men, 75(,;
of whom are organized. A large percentage of the upper classmen participating in sports, publications,
and other extra curricular activities are fraternity men.
Fraternities have advanced in giant strides dur ing the past few years. Most fraternities have com-
pletely, or at least partially eliminated the old degrading and dangerous types of hazing. They have
changed from dirty, dingy houses into clean modern homes. A fraternity now strives to be an accepted
part of the community, aiding it by being a good cit izen and helping in projects which will benefit the
community as a whole.
Are fraternities an integral part of college life? If you have not yet reached a decision, perhaps
some serious thought and reading this article again will help you to decide.
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All-weather auditorium in Pittsburgh
will be covered by a 415-foot
diameter Nickel-containing stainless
steel dome. Largest of its kind in
the world, the dome will protect
an audience of more than 13,000.
For Pittsburgh's new auditorium ...
A"push-button umbrella roof"of Nickel
.
stainless steel
...the roof design of tomorrow
Here's the first of a revolutionary
new type of roof design, destined to
introduce a new concept in building.
A simple concept,but a daring one.
The domed roof of a building is
divided into eight sections which
nest together when opened. Push a
button, and six of these sections
glide quietly together around an out-
side track.
In Pittsburgh's new all-weather
auditorium, the push-button
umbrella roof can be closed at the
first sign of bad weather without
disturbing the show. In private
homes, a roof design like this could
bring the beauty of nature right into
the home.
But what material is lasting
enough for a dome like this? Archi-
tects and designers of the audito-
r i um looked into all types of
materials. They selected Nickel-
containing stainless steel. They
selected Nickel stainless because it
has the best combination of proper-
ties for this purpose. For example
it is one of the most weather-resist-
ing, corrosion-resisting metals.
Naturally, this is just one example
of how designers are taking advan-
tage of the unique properties of
Nickel-containing metals. In the
future, however, you may be design-
ing a machine—not a spectacular all-
l/0..!.inco Nickel makes metals perform, better, longer
THE ROSE TECHNIC
weather push-button roof. You might
need a metal that resists corrosion,
or wear, or high temperatures. Or
one that meets some destructive
combination of conditions. Here, too,
a Nickel-containing metal could be
the answer.
But, whatever your field of study,
in the future you can count on Inco
for all the help you need in metal
selection. Right now, if you'd like to
get better acquainted with Nickel
Stainless Steel, why not write Inco
for "Stainless Steel in Product
Design." Write: Educational Serv-
ices, The International Nickel Com-





The 1959 Homecoming celebration demonstrated to me two very important things that are often overlooked
by undergraduate students. The usual undergraduate st udent is so busy learning how to be an engineer that he
seldom has a chance to reflect on what is the true mean ing of engineering. However, once a year when the loyal
alumni return for Homecoming he sees a living demonst ration of the value of an engineering education.
Engineering is not just a collection of courses whic h taken in the proper sequence according to a catalog and
af ter the passage of four years entitle the recipient to a piece of paper which says "Bachelor of Science in Engi-
neering." Engineering is something much more important than that.
During the four-year period the prospective engineer is indoctrinated in the engineering way of life. It is
like a cake which i3 composed of an introduction to the scientific way of thinking, larded with an appreciation
of the economics involved and topped with an icing of good common sense. In addition to the technical sub-
jects, the engineer must learn how to work with and get al ong with other people. Thus, his education includes a lib-
eral sprinkling of the humanistic subjects and a strong dose of cummunications, including reading, writing and
speaking. A man with an engineering education often branches out into other areas after graduation and usual-
ly becomes very successful in whatever he undertakes.
These facts become most evident at Homecoming. The returning alumni will be found to be engaged in many
occupations, some of which would not be classified as engineering. Discussions with these people, however, indi-
cate that the education which they received is still considered by them as valuable to the occupation in which they
finally engage. The great majority say that they would take engineering again for their broad basic undergrad-
uate training if they had their lives to live over again, regardless of the profession in which they finally engage.
However, even more important than the fact that the education was engineering is where that engineering
education was received. There is a loyalty to Rose among the alumni whic'n is far in excess of that which is evi-
dent at most college or university homecomings. There is friendship maintained among the Rose alumni which
is heartwarming to perceive. This is the intangible some thing called "Rose spirit" which grows on the student
during his undergraduate days and stays with him throughout his life. Let us hope that the faculty today can im-
bue the undergraduates of today with the modern engin eering concepts and that the students of today will make
the same kinds of friendships and develop the same kind of loyalty so that Homecoming at Rose will continue to
be the outstanding event that it is today.
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U. S. vs. RUSSIA
SPUTNIK TR
Prior to 1957, the American pub-
lic talked in hushed voices about the
"Space Race," and just where the
Free World stood in this race as
compared to the countries behind
the Iron Curtain. Since the end of
World War II, the United States and
Russia have been battling with
words over many political issues.
These issues slowly melted into
broad fields, one of which was the
conquest of space. Each faction
claimed superiority in the race.
On October 4, 1957, Russia struck
the first blow by launching Sputnik
I. Many Americans thought our
country was doomed to defeat in the
race. Since that date, both Ameri-
ca and Russia have launched satel-
lite-carrying missiles with ever-
growing success. It is not the pur-
pose of this article to decide who is
ahead in the race for the moon. It is
the aim of this article, however, to
enumerate some of the points which
has led to Russia's success in satel-
lites. The main topic of discussion
will be Sputnik III, the latest en-
deavor of the U.S.S.R. All of the in-
formation obtained for this article
was released by Russia. None of the
information used herein is from
American sources. It is true that we
have monitored the Soviet Satellites
and obtained much information
from them, but this article is de-
signed to tell the Russian side of
the story, the story of the Sputniks.
The Flight of Sputnik III
The third Soviet Sputnik, Sput-
nik III, was launched by means of a
powerful carrier-rocket on May 15,
Page 12
By Jay Hirt, jr., math
1958. The satellite was released from
the rocket when both reached a
speed of 8,000 meters per second.
Now traveling in an elliptical orbit
around the earth, the third Sputnik
is far superior to its two predeces-
sors. Two and a half times heavier
than Sputnik II and sixteen times
heavier than Sputnik I, it has a
hermetic, cone-shaped body 3.57
meters long and a diameter of 1.73
meters. Sputnik III contains a large
number of systems for carrying out
the most complex scientific experi-
ments, designed principally for the
study of phenomena taking place in
the upper layers of the atmosphere.
Many of its devices are devoted en-
tirely to the study of the influence
of cosmic factors on processes oc-
curring in the upper atmosphere.
The radiometric apparatus con-
tained in the satellite ensures an
accurate measurement of its move-
ment in orbit. The multichannel
radiotelemetrical system of the satel-
lite can transmit to the earth an ex-
tremely large amount of informa-
tion on the scientific measurements
carried out in the satellite, and can
continually memorize the data of
the scientific measurements as the
Sputnik moves along through its
orbit. When the satellite passes over
ground measuring stations, the
memorized information is trans-
mitted.
All of the functioning of the scien-
(Continued on page 21)




4—cosmic ray photon recorder




9—cosmic ray heavy nuclei recorder
10—device for measuring intensity of
primary cosmic radiation




In the last two starts, the engineers
have not been too successful. Their
lack of success is by no means due
to their lack of support. In this re-
spect, the student body has done
a wonderful job. At the first two
ball games, the attendance was good
and the crowd was cooperative. With
this kind of support, the fighting en-
gineers will undoubtedly improve.
On October 3 the Vikings of North
Park invaded Lost Creek Stadium
with a record of (1-1) . Rose enter-
20-che4 Rama44
By Bob Michael, jr., e.e.
ed the game looking for their 17th
straight victory. The North Park 11
proved to be rugged on defense
while the engineers aerial defense
seemed to miss the Viking missiles.
The first score came in the second
quarter, when the North Park quar-
terback faded back and hit his right
end for 7 yards and 6 points. The
point attempt was wide of the goal
post. Late in the same quarter, the
Viking barrage again produced a
score. The same combination again
teamed up for another 6 points on
a 12 yard pitch. Again the placement
was wide. The half ended with the
score North Park 12, Rose O. About
mid-way in the 3rd quarter, North
Park scored again.
North Park then went for the 2
points by running the extra point
and made it. The score then stood
North Park 20, Rose O. In the clos-
ing minutes of the 3rd quarter, Bill
Yochum picked off a misguided Vik-
ing missile and raced (?) 92 yards
(Continued on page 36)
1959 Gridiron Engineers
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"The great consulting room




Early in 1958 the Committee on
Selection and Guidance of the Engi-
neering College Administrative
Council compiled a descriptive bib-
liography as a "Dean's List" of re-
commended reading for engineering
students. This list was included in
the February, 1958 "Library Notes".
Recently another Committee, which
included the Rose Poly librarian
Carson W. Bennett, selected a Sup-
plement to the "Dean's List." Fol-
lowing are the books, included in
the Supplement, which are in the
Rose Library.
Brown, Harrison. The Next Hun-
dred Years; a Discussion prepared
for Leaders of American Industry.
Attempts to forecast the future of
o u r scientific-technological-indus-
trial civilization and, in doing so, dis-
cusses the interrelationship between
man and his resources.
Burlingame, Roger. Backgrounds of
Power; the Human Story of Mass
Production.
Develops the history of the ma-
chine and the production line in
American industry from its begin-
nings.
Burlingame, Roger. Machines That
Built America.
Informal history of the great
.2dvia-41
events in machine production and
brief sights of the great figures in
this history.
Chalmers, Thomas W. Historic Re-
searches.
Outstanding physical and chemi-
cal dicoveries, interestingly depicted
in historical perspective.
Chapman, Seville. How to Study
Physics.
Do you really know how to study
effectively? This book may surprise
you with its wealth of practical
ideas on making notes, solving prob-
lems, performing experiments, tak-
ing examinations, etc.
Clarke, Arthur C. Interplanetary
Flight.
A survey of the possibilities and
problems of interplanetary flight by
the Assistant Secretary of the Brit-
ish Interplanetary Society.
Compton, Arthur H. Atomic Quest.
How theoretical small-particle
physics merged with practical large-
scale engineering to produce the A-
bomb.
DeForest, Lee. Father of Radio: the
Autobiography of Lee de Forest.
De Forest's own story of the de-
velopment of the three-electrode
vacuum tube, feedback circuits, am-
plifiers, and other common circuits
of modern radio.
Duke, Neville. 'Sound Barrier' the
Story of High-Speed Flight.
Presents the obstacles to super-
sonic flight already faced and over-
come in the last decade, and the
problems that lie ahead.
Einstein, Albert. The Evolution of
Physics.
Reveals how scientific and philos-
ophical theories may rise and fall in
the "eternal struggle of the inven-
tive human mind for a fuller under-




The evolution of mechanization in
the last century and a half, its ef-
fects on modern civilization, and
its historical and philosophical im-
plications.
Hart, Val. The Story of American
Roads.
An account of the high spots about
roads and road building in North
America, from the first white man's
use of Indian trails to the newest
superhighway.
Heathcotte, Niels H. de V. Nobel
Prize Winners in Physics, 1901-
1950.
Here we may meet the Nobel
laureates and listen as they acquaint
presentation - ceremony audiences
with their work. Brief biographies
are followed by descriptive sum-
maries, extracts from Nobel lec-
tures, and evaluative comments.
Hildebrand, Joel Henry. Science in
the Making.
A highly-interesting group of es-
says on what science is and how it
develops.
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Hill, Forest G. Roads, Rails and
Waterways; the Army Engineers
and Early Transportation.
History of the part played by
Army engineers in the opening of
the West, from 1812 to the Civil
War.
Hunsaker, Jerome C. Aeronautics at
the Mid-Century.
Taken from the author's Terry
Lectures at Yale University, this
consideration of the impact of the
airplane upon civilization is divided
into three parts: aircraft develop-
ment through research; the present
state of the art of aeronautics; and
the effects of civil and military
aeronautics on society.
Kirby. Richard Shelton. Engineering
in History.
Traces the development of engi-
neering in Western civilization from
its origins into the twentieth century
and relates this development to
other human activities.
Norrie, Charles M. Bridging the
Years; a Short History of British
Civil Engineering.
A brief account of the British
Civil Engineering profession from its
beginning through World War II,
written "mainly for young civil en-
gineers who want to know something
about the historical background of
the occupation they have decided to
follow."
O'Neill, John J. Prodigal Genius;
The Life of Nikola Tesla.
By Anita Walden & Carson Bennett
A popular, but full, narrative of
Tesla's work.
Parke, Nathan G. Guide to the Lit-
erature of Mathematics and Phy-
sics.
This guide presents helpful sug-
gestions on using technical library
materials effeciently, as well as ad-
vice on reading and study habits.
Pollack, Philip. Your Career in
Physics.
What it takes to become a physi-
cist, and the nature of his work.
For those who qualify, opportuni-
ties abound in many areas, such as
atomic energy, electronics, meteor-
ology, etc.
Singer, Charles. A History of Tech-
nology.
A monumental five-volume work
tracing the development of the tech-
nologies from pre-historic times to
the beginning of the twentieth cen-
tury.
Smith, Alpheus W. Careers in
Physics.
Parallels Pollack on choosing a
physics career from many types.
Struick, Dirk J. Yankee Science in
the Making
A history of growth of the natural,
physical, and engineering sciences
in New England, from the time of
the Pilgrim Fathers to the beginning
of the Civil War.
dustrial chemistry from the earliest
times to the present. Has numerous
photographs.
Veblen, Thorstein. Engineers and
the Price System.
A thoughtful and controversial in-
terpretation of the engineer's role in
society, by an eminent American
economist.
Whitford, Robert H. Physics Liter-
ature.
Describes the many types and
forms available, selects a represen-
tative working collection, and out-
lines efficient library methods.
Wilson, Mitchell. American Science
and Invention.
A pictorial history of American
science and invention from the time
of the early settlers to electronics
and chain reactions.
Wilson, Neill C. The Earth Changers.
Story of the Hoover Dam, which
opened a new era of heavy construc-
tion on all continents.
Wright, Wilbur. The Papers of Wil-
bur and Orville Wright.
These two volumes include all
papers relevant to the evolution of
the airplane and the principles of
flight discovered by the Wrights.
Yost, Edna. Frank and Lillian Gil-
breth, Partners for Life.
An interesting account of the suc-
cessful careers of a husband-and-
wife team who made important con-
Taylor, Frank Sherwood. A History tributions in the fields of motion
of Industrial Chemistry.
A well-written short history of in-
study, micromotion, and fatigue
study.
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SCIENCE "SEES"
WITH BUBBLES
Professor Donald A. Glaser from
the University of Michigan has de-
veloped a new and accurate method
to observe the behavior of suba-
tomic particles. In 1951, he had de-
cided that the best process would be
somewhere between the Wilson
Cloud chamber and the manner in
which the tiny bubbles rise to the
top of a stein of beer. Seven years
later the Glaser "bubble chamber"
made its scientific debut at Berk-
ley, California as the target for high
energy particles speeding from the
University of California's bevatron.
The result was a collection of 160,000
photographs showing how the par-
ticles behaved inside the chamber.
As the charged particle leaves the
bevatron, it enters the liquid filled
chamber and streaks through it at
the speed of light, leaving a stream,
or track of bubbles in it's wake. This
liquid is held under precise condi-
tions of temperature and pressure
so that it remains superheated. Con-
sequently, boiling will occur if a
foreign particle enters the liquid.
Instead of supersaturated air con-
densing around the particle as in the
Wilson cloud chamber, the particle
creates a small boiling process di-
rectly in its wake. These small bub-
bles then rise to the surface.
Physicists show 32 fundamental
particles of matter and energy exist
in the atom, as "neutrino", "K-plus
meson", "anti sigma particles", to
name but a few. With the bubble
chamber as a new tool of explora-
tion, he is able to photograph the be-
havior of several particles and ex-
amine them at his own leisure. In
his examination, he looks for the
total length of the track made by
the bubbles. This tells him how
many millionths of a second old the
particle is before it dies. The num-
ber of bubbles per unit length of
track is a key to its velocity. When
the bubbles are close together it
means high velocity; more loosely
spaced bubbles indicates a lower
velocity. The angle that a track
makes when it suddenly changes
directions, and the numbers and an-
gles made when a track bursts into
a multipronged track are all clues
leading to a knowledge of the par-
ticles performing these maneuvers.
In Doctor Glaser's first experi-
ments, particularly with diethyl
ether, he discovered the particles
would upset the equilibrium of a
superheated liquid and cause it to
boil. With this principle established,
he began the slow process of finding
the best liquid and the best temper-
ature and pressure to give him the
required results. However, the bub-
bles formed and dissipated so rapid-
ly, the naked eye only observed a
general foam rising to the surface.
High speed movies could be used
to solve this problem if the flash
and camera could be timed to the
instant the bubbles were being
formed. In the end a common phono-
Redea4c4
graph was used to pick up the boil-
ing sound which was amplified and
used to trigger camera and flash.
The latest and best liquid to be
used in the chamber is xenon, a
colorless, odorless gas. When kept
at 370 pounds per square inch, pres-
sure and at -20 degrees Centigrade
as in the experiment xenon becomes
a liquid. Today there are about one
hundred bubble chambers, ranging
in size from a small glass tube to
the two story apparatus at the Uni-
versity of California.
CONCRETE "HOT CELL"
"Get as conveniently close to the
material as possible--but safely and
economically." Stated simply, this is
the principle problem facing men
who work with radioactive sub-
stances. With those objectives in
mind—proximity, safety, economy
—architects and engineers set out
to design the Picker X-Ray Com-
pany's first radio isotope handling
facility, also the first installation of
its kind to be built utilizing normal
concrete.
Located at 1020 London Road,
Cleveland, Ohio, the $500,000, 2-
story building has been built prin-
cipally to study the application and
future use of x-rays and isotopes for
medical and industrial applications.
The very heart of the Research
Center is a high level radioisotope
test cell designed and equipped to
encapsulate one million curies of
cobalt, the largest radioactive
sources used for medical and indus-
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trial radiation and radiography pro-
cessing.
A hot cell is a working or storage
area so designed that its shielding
walls and roof will reduce the radia-
tion intensity of its contents so that
that radiation count outside the cell
is well within the maximum per-
missible dosage for its operating per-
sonnel.
The required properties sought in
shielding walls and roof of a hot cell
are: (1) sufficient weight to absorb
gamma radiation; (2) stability un-
der radiatio n; (3) structural
strength; (4) ease of placement or
fabrication of shielding materials;
and (5) .low cost in place.
The effectiveness of any biological
shielding materal is relative only
to its mass. The greater the density
of a given material, the less thick-
ness of it needed to make the re-
quired shield. Indeed, many mater-
ials can be used to shield radioac-
tive material. Water, when pres-
ent in sufficient quantity (weight)
becomes the near perfect material
for biological shields. Thin biological
shields are composed of high density
materials. Of the dense, heavy ma-
terials available for shielding, lead
tops the list. Weighing 706 pounds
per cubic foot, it does the best
shielding job where thinness is a
major concern .
In new structures, like Picker's
hot cell, where the thickness of the
shield is of less importance than if
it were being built in a crowded,
By Jon Stiles, jr. m.e.
existing structure, concrete, which
has low cost per pound, is a very
economical material for shielding.
The cost of concrete is about 'A cent
per pound—while lead can cost up
to 50 cents per pound in place. The
cost of normal concrete in place will
vary somewhat with individual jobs
but is approximately one cent per
pound.
Picker's hot cell is a six foot
square on the inside, surrounded by
51/4 foot thick concrete walls and
four foot thick concrete floor and
ceiling, thickness sufficient to con-
tain the largest radiation sources
available with complete safety. A
total of 271 cubic yards of reinforced
concrete surrounds the cell. This
amounted to 1,140,000 pounds of
concrete for shielding at a cost of
$12,100 in place.
The decision to use normal con-
crete rather than lead came as a re-
sult of exhaustive evaluation which
showed that the cost of lead would
have been approximately 50 times
greater than concrete. Almost the
same weight of lead would have
been required to obtain the same
shielding effectiveness, and the cost
of material alone would have ex-
ceeded $250,000. Also, as lead is not
a structural material, the lead shield-
ing would have had to be supported.
Poured Concrete Selected
Poured concrete was selected over
concrete block on the basis of den-
sity (poured concrete runs better
than 10% more dense than block) ;
uniformity (mortar joints require
that successive courses be stepped
to offset joints) ; and flexibility
(either 4-inch or 8-inch block are
used or premium prices are paid for
special sizes) ; and economy (solid
block construction is 1.2 times more
expensive than poured concrete.)
Once concrete had been selected
as the shielding material for Picker's
new hot cell, an economical and ef-
fective concrete mix design had to
be created. A wide variety of con-
crete mixes utilizing many types of
aggregates were evaluated.
Normal concrete using locally
available aggregates and sand, can
cost as little as $15 per cubic
yard for material and cost one-eighth
as much, in place, as the materials
alone for other more specialized
mixes. In designing the structure,
engineers resolved economic ques-
tions on a "most per dollar" rather
than "least expensive" basis, since
commercial operations must consider
value received as well as total ex-
pense.
After two efforts to achieve the
perfect shield, another mix was pre-
pared and site tested, this one con-
taining 16 cc of Master Builders air
detraining agent per sack of cement.
The re-adjusted mix produced a
slump of an easily placeable 41/2
inches, met the density specs with
less than 1% air.
The completely automatic 4-year-
(Continued on page 46)
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REACTOR X?
MAGNETIC
Magnetic Amplifiers are steadily
increasing their importance in main-
taining controls. The theory of mag-
netic amplification has been known
for many years and as early as
World War II magnetic amplifiers
were perfected by German scien-
tists for use in controlling gun tur-
rets on their battleships. Upon rais-
ing some of these sunken battle-
ships, it was found that the turret
magnetic amplifiers, even after ten
years of under sea water conditions,
were still in perfect working order.
The durability and ruggedness of a
"mag amp" therefore make it a de-
sirable means of control.
Jet engine companies such as Gen-
eral Electric are presently using the
magnetic amplifier as a means of
controlling the turbine discharge
temperature of the engine. This is
done by comparing an incoming
thermocouple voltage which is pro-
portional to the turbine discharge
temperature with an amplifier-gen-
erated reference voltage and ampli-
fying the difference to provide a
difference in the amplifiers two out-
put currents. The two currents are
applied to a torque motor which
operates the hydromechanical sys-
tem which varies the nozzle area
which in turn controls the exhaust
temperature. The thermocouples lo-
fIegif 34771RABLE Lvovcrwt
cated near the jet exhaust provide
the signal for changes in tempera-
ture over or under that desired. An
opening of the nozzle would result
in a loss of thrust if not corrected,
but with a small enlargement of
nozzle area, a decrease in nozzle
temperature would result. The am-
plifier is warned of this change in
temperature by a small increase in
current, amplifies the small current
difference and sends the amplified
currents to the torque motor. A
higher output current in output
branch A will move the torque mot-
or in one direction while a higher
output current in branch B will move
it in the opposite direction. When
both output currents are equal,
there is no temperature change, no
incoming thermocouple signal
change, no difference in currents be-
ing amplified, and therefore no
movement of the torque motor con-
trolling the nozzle area.
The magnetic amplifier uses as
its basis a saturable reactor with a
diode in the amplified current line.
A small magnetizing current in Fig
1 goes through the reactor core un-
til the core become saturated. When
the core becomes saturated, it breaks
down, giving very low impedance
and a surge of high current. On the
negative cycle the diode in branch
2 will not permit the surge current
through, thus acting as a half wave
rectifier.
Figure 2 will be referred to in
the following explanation of a typi-
cal magnetic amplifier circuit.
Consider first the conditions when
no input signal is present at XY.
The four reactor windings on four
separate cores X3, X4, X5, and X6
represents high impedances to the
applied voltage across AB. Each
reactor contains an equal number of
turns and the pairs X3, X4, and X5,
X6 represent full wave rectifier
combinations. "S" and "E" indicate
start and end of windings.
To understand the circuit opera-
tion, observe reactor pair X3, X4.
With circled polarities at A and B,
current will tend to flow through
R1 X3, and back to B. The ratio of
one half R1 to R3 allows most cur-
rent through X4 toward C4 to flow
through C4 and R3.
The amount of current which will
flow in a winding at any particu-
lar time during an impressed alter-
nating voltage cycle is determined
by the magnetic condition of the
core of a reactor. Conversely, the
magnetic condition of a reactor core
is determined by the amount of cur-
rent which flows in its windings.
The amount of current which will
flow through X4 at the beginning
of the positive portion of the applied
voltage cycle is very small. At this
time the magnetic condition of the
core X4 is normally unsaturated
and the main winding (gate wind-
ing) gives a high impedance to cur-
rent flow. That current which does
flow increases core magnetization.
The reactors used in the amplifier
are designed so that saturation will
occur at a magnetizing current mag-
nitude reached during a normal cycle
of applied voltage. The point in the
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applied voltage cycle at which sat-
uration occurs corresponds to a de-
finite time in the magnetizing cur-
rent cycle. The amount of energy





By Hal Booher, sr., e.e.
integral of a magnetizing current vs
time plot from zero time to satura-
tion point time.
At the time saturation occurs in
a core, its magnetic condition is such
R4
I-/auRE 2. MileAiET IC AMPLIF/ER
that it no longer can present a high
impedance in its main or gate wind-
ing. A high current is thus allowed
to pass. This point occurs quite sud-
denly in this amplifier and the main
winding is termed the "gate" wind-
ing because it behaves as if a gate
were suddenly opened to current
flow. The point or angle in the ap-
plied voltage cycle at which satura-
tion occurs is termed the "firing"
point or angle and the reactor is
said to "fire". After the firing point
the current wave form of the reac-
tor will be similar to and in phase
with the voltage impressed.
Going to reactor X3, it can be seen
that any current flow through X4
will proportionally cause current
flow through X3. Since the windings
of X3 and X4 both are placed in the
same direction with respect to their
cores, a current which will increase
magnetization in the core of X4 will
at the same time produce a propor-
tional current in X3 which will de-
crease magnetization. With the point
at which saturation occurs in X4
(and the accompanying rapid rise in
passed current) being defined as its
"firing point", a current flows in
the winding of X3 which changes its
magnetization corresponding to the
top part of the curve in Fig. 3. The
waveform of this demagnetizing cur-
rent in X3 corresponds to the wave-
form of the passed current in X4
and its peak magnitude "sets" the
magnetization of core X3 at the
point 1 of Fig. 3. This demagnetiz-
ing current in X3 is designated as
(Continued on page 32)
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HIGH-ALTITUDE EXPLOSIONS
PROJECT ARGUS
Project Argus is being called the
greatest scientific experiment ever
conducted. It started in the early
morning of August 27, 1958, over the
South Atlantic, when an atomic
bomb was exploded at a latitide of
45 degrees south and between 0 and
30 degrees west longitude with an
altitude of over 300 miles. Again on
August 30th and September 6, 1958,
this performance was repeated as
modified three stage Lockheed X-17
vehicles blasted off from the U.S.
Navy experimental missle ship, the
U.S.S. Norten Sound, carrying low
yield atomic bombs.
The effects of these three high alti-
tude explosions were monitored by
aircrafts, around stations, the Ex-
plorer IV satellite (equipped with
shielded intensity) , and 21 ARGO
E-5 solid rockets fired from At-
lantic Ocean sites.
The data released so far indicates
that these atomic blasts caused high-
energy electrons to flash along mag-
netic lines of force out from the
earth to distances of over 4,000 miles.
Also these explosions produced an
electron shell between the inner and
outer Van Allen belts. This 100 mile
thick electron belt had measured
intensities 2 to 10 times that mea-
sured by Pioneer III.
Project Argus was designed to:
1.) Produce information needed
for defense purposes.
2.) Give more information on the
radiation that surrounds the
earth.
Relevant military aspects of the
By Fred Wernicke, sr., e.e.
Project Argus tests were described
by Roy W. Johnsen, director of the
Defense Department's Advanced Re-
search Projects Agency, in testimony
before a Senate Subcommittee on
Governmental Organization for
Space Activities. Mr. Johnsen reveal-
ed that a total blackout of all radar
and radio communications over a
large area could be achieved by
high-altitude nucular blasts as were
produced in the Argus experiment.
Such a blackout would destroy all
high-frequency radio transmissions
which now form the basis of our
present long-range-military commu-
nication systems. Mr. Johnsen sited
as a possible example of such an ap-
plication, that a high altitude nuclear
explosion over the Indian Ocean
would probably cause total blackout
of Moscow, Stalingrad, and Lenin-
grad areas of the U.S.S.R. Another
possible military application would
be in producing a thin radiation cur-
tain behind which ballistic missile
nose cones would be hidden from
ground-based ballistic missile detec-
tion radar.
N. Christofilos, who originally
proposed the Argus experiment, re-
ported at the recent Theoretical Di-
vision of the National Aeronautics
Space Administration conference
that the stability of the Argus pro-
duced radiation zone would appear
to eliminate the theory of external
streams originating the inner Van
Allen belt. There has been no evi-
dence released showing any mixing
or flow of particles from a radiation
belt. The Argus electron belt was
about 100 miles deep and it main
tained this depth (within 10 or 21
miles) for several weeks.
The Argus test results have help
ed advance the theory that the inne
radiation belt was formed by high
energy cosmic rays. Cosmicray par
ticles collide with the nuclei of atom.
in our atmosphere and the neutron:
resulting may splash upward an
cause radioactive belts of proton.
and electrons.
Many people have not yet realize,
the greatest significance that Projec
Argus offers. That is that the Unite.
States is not lagging far behind i
missile and space research, but ac
tually is leading in many parts o
these fields. Certainly the Russian
put up the first satellite, but none o
their three massive instrument-pack
ed spheres reported the Van Alle
radiation belts. The Sputnik orbit
were at their lowest altitude ove
the U.S.S.R., therefore the Russia
scientists never received informatio
about high altitude radiation. Re
cently the Russians reported hittin!
the moon, but it would seem tha
this was more for propaganda valu:
than for scientific information; a.
the launching was made during •
time of poorest possible launch con
ditions. It is hard to believe that an
valuable scientific results were ex
pected from this firing. While th:
Russians seek to impress the world
the United States has been makin!
a carefully planned, scientific stud
of the space that surrounds the eart
with precision-built, delicate missile•
designed for our own needs.
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4—Shields Detachable from Satellite
tific apparatus is guaranteed by a
timer composed entirely of semi-
conductors. The power for the ap-
paratus is supplied by electrochemi-
cal sources and semiconductor sili-
cic batteries transform the solar rays
into electric power. The Soviet
scientists are now able to study the
performance of the silicic batteries
in detail under conditions of cosmic
flight. The tension created by each
separate silicon element in the bat-
tery equals about 0.5 volts, and the
coefficient of transformation of solar
energy reaches 9-11 per cent.
The great weight of the third
Sputnik testifies for the rocket car-
rier which launched it into orbit.
The Russian scientists believe that
only satellites of great weight can
promote the solution of space flight,
and that small satellites have very
limited possibilities for scientific
research.
The continued increase in weight
of Soviet satellites shows the possi-
bilities of their rocket engineering.
They now possess the power in a
rocket to put a man into space. All
they lack is the knowledge, which
is being obtained from the satellites,
concerning just exactly what will
happen to this man when he is put
into space, and
cope with.
Scientific Station in Outer Space
Sputnik III is an automatic scien-
tific space station in the full sense
of the word. All of the fallacies in
Sputnik I and II have been liqui-
dated in the latest satellite. Specific
care was taken to insure that the
sensitive instruments were placed
in such localities in the body as to
insure no interference between
them.
The scientific apparatus will facil-
itate the extensive study of geo-
physical and physical problems that
might be encountered by a human
under the same conditions. The
structure of the ionosphere will be
investigated by observing the pro-
pagation of radio waves emitted
from the satellite by a high-capacity
radio transmitter. Other apparatus
will enable the satellite to measure
the density and pressure of the up-
per layers of the atmosphere, and
gauge its own electrical charge and
the electrostatical field in the layers
of the atmosphere through which it
passes. To study the magnetic field
of the Earth at extremely high alti-
tudes the Sputnik has a self-orien-
tating magnetometer to measure the
just what he has to
full intensity of the magnetic field.
A highly important experiment
that will enable scientists to obtain
data on short-wave electromagnetic
radiation in outer space is being
conducted in the satellite by regis-
tering the photons contained in the
cosmic radiation. This is the first ex-
periment which may possibly open
up a new stage of astronomy—a
study of phenomena in the universe
through the short-wave radiation of
stars.
Sputnik's Orbit and Observation
On Its Movement
The third Sputnik will pass over
all points of the globe between the
Arctic and Antarctic Circles. The
parameters of the orbit have been
chosen in such a way as to allow the
study of information gained at the
most interesting range of altitudes.
The orbit is elliptical in shape with
an apogee of 1,880 kilometers. Just
after its launching, the satellite cir-
cled the earth 14 times in 24 hours.
Later in the flight, both the apogee
of the orbit and the circling period
will gradually diminish due to the
deceleration of the Sputnik in the
upper layers of the atmosphere.
The Sputnik is detected by radio-
technical and optical methods. The
radar-obtained data on the coordi-
nates of the satellite are automati-
cally reduced to the one given
astronomical time. Then through
special lines of communication this
data is transmitted to a common co-
ordinating computing center and fed
through computers which evaluate




The third Sputnik has an airtight
conic body and is constructed of
aluminum alloys. The highly pol-
ished surface of the body is specially
processed to absorb radiation and
solar rays. Prior to launching, the
satellite is filled with gaseous nitro-
gen.
Inside the body on the rear instru-
ment frame is located the radiotele-
(Continued on page 26)
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PARTICLE ACCEIFRATORS
ATOM SMASHERS
Can time run backwards?
How was our solar system
formed?
Could an explosion in space
destroy the universe?
These are some of the questions
that the new giant nuclear particle
accelerators, or atom smashers
might help solve.
These giant atom smashers are
actually machines that could be
compared to a cannon—where elec-
trical force or radio microwaves are
used as power and particles of the
atomic nucleus as their shells. These
particles or shells are used to split
atoms so scientists may study how
nuclear particles move, interact and
decay into other particles.
The new smashers now being built
or planned will create upwards of
30 billion electron volts (BEV) of
energy—forces which up till now
have been found only in the cosmic
events of outer space.
Why build them so large? Scien-
tists need the ultra-powerful accel-
erator because with them they'll be
able to explore ever-tinier dimen-
sions of the atom. The higher the
energy, the shorter the wavelength
of the accelerated particle--and the
finer its ability to probe the struc-
ture of matter.
The physicists hope their new ma-
chines will help them find answers
to such questions as:
....What is the mysterious glue that
holas atoms together?
....How was our solar system form-
ed?
By Terry HalIcom, sr., m.e.
_Could a collision of matter and
anti-matter in outer space de-
stroy our universe?
....Can time run backwards in
anti-matter regions in deep
space?
These new machines that will help
find the answer to those questions
will be machines like the 30 BEV
Alternating Gradient Synchrotron
located at Brookhaven National Lab-
oratories, Long Island, N.Y. which
will be ready for use sometime next
year.
Essentially, the Synchrotron will
operate in much the same manner as
conventional artillery (see fig. 1) . Its
shells will be protons—positively
charged particles of the atomic nu-
cleus—which will enter into the can-
non's breech from a linear accelera-
tor designed to boost the initial fir-
ing power to 50 million electron
volts (MEV) .
Originating as hydrogen gas, the
protons will be squirted in bunches
into a six-inch wide stainless steel
vacuum tube 700 feet in diameter
and 10 feet under ground.
Once inside the tube, the protons
will be accelerated and focused into
a narrow beam by 240 supermagnets
placed around the tube in an 18-foot
square concrete tunnel. The magnets
will be energized by from 2700k w
to a peak of 30,000kw of electricity
surging through their coils at five
second intervals.
The magnets will whirl the pro-
tons around the half mile long
track, building up their speed to
about 99.9999% that of light. They'll
make the circular trip some 260,000
times—or a distance equal to more
than half that from here to the
moon—before they strike billions
of target atoms inserted into the
ring.
In the above-ground target build-
ing, special sections of the ring will
serve a dual purpose as ring section
and bubble chamber—maintained at
a high vacuum by special diffusion
pumps. When scientists want to in-
sert the target atoms in the path of
the speeding protons, they'll re-
lease—by remote control—enough
liquid hydrogen to flood the cham-
ber. When the protons rip through
the hydrogen, they'll leave a visible
and photographable trail, revealing
how atomic particles from split
nuclei behave.
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MEN ...who are Engineers, look twice
at the many advantages
CONVAIR-POMONA offers
NEW PROGRAMS at Convair-Pomona, offer excellent
opportunities today for Engineers. Convair-Pomona, created
the Army's newest weapon, REDEYE, Shoulder Fired MISSILE and
developed the Navy's ADVANCED TERRIER and TARTAR MISSILES.
Many other, still highly classified programs,
stimulating the imagination of the most progressive thinking
scientist and engineer are presently at various stages
of development.
Positions are open for experienced and inexperienced
Bachelors, Masters and Doctorates in the fields
of Electronics, Aeronautics, Mechanics and Physics.
ADVANCEMENT opportunities are provided for the
competent engineer as rapidly as his capabilities will permit
in currently expanding programs.
PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT—CONVAIR-POMONA'S
facility is of modern design and completely air-conditioned.
You will work with men who have pioneered the missile
industry and are now engaged in some of the most advanced
programs in existence.
ADVANCED EDUCATION — Tuition refund is provided
for graduate work in the field of your speciality. Company
sponsored in-plant training courses offer the Engineer the
finest of educational opportunities.
CALIFORNIA LIVING — Suburban Pomona offers lower
living costs and moderate priced property, unexcelled recre-
ational facilities, freedom from rush hour traffic and the
ultimate in comfort and gracious living.
Contact your placement office immediately to assure yourself of a
campus interview with Convair-Pomona.
If personal interview is not possible send resume and grade transcript
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Automatic systems developed by instrumentation
engineers allow rapid simultaneous recording
of data from many information points.
Frequent informal discussions among analytical
engineers assure continuous exchange of ideas
on related research projects.
Under the close supervision of an engineer,
final adjustments are made on a rig for
testing an advanced liquid metal system.
The field has never been broader
The challenge has never been greater
Engineers at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft today are concer
with the development of all forms of flight propul
systems—air breathing, rocket, nuclear and other adva
types for propulsion in space. Many of these systems ar
entirely new in concept that their design and developm
and allied research programs, require technical perso
not previously associated with the development of airc
engines. Where the company was once primarily intere
in graduates with degrees in mechanical and aeronaut
engineering, it now also requires men with degrees
electrical, chemical, and nuclear engineering, and in phy
chemistry, and metallurgy.
Included in a wide range of engineering activities ope
technically trained graduates at all levels are these
basic fields:
ANALYTICAL ENGINEERING Men engaged in
activity are concerned with fundamental investigation
the fields of science or engineering related to the concep
of new products. They carry out detailed analyses of
vanced flight and space systems and interpret result
terms of practical design applications. They provide b
information which is essential in determining the type
systems that have development potential.
DESIGN ENGINEERING The prime requisite here i
active interest in the application of aerodynamics, ther
dynamics, stress analysis, and principles of machine de
to the creation of new flight propulsion systems. Men
gaged in this activity at P&WA establish the specific
formance and structural requirements of the new pro
and design it as a complete working mechanism.
EXPERIMENTAL ENGINEERING Here men super
and coordinate fabrication, assembly and laboratory tes
of experimental apparatus, system components, and de
opment engines. They devise test rigs and laboratory set
specify instrumentation and direct execution of the ac
test programs. Responsibility in this phase of the deve
ment program also includes analysis of test data, repor
of results and recommendations for future effort.
MATERIALS ENGINEERING Men active in this
at P&WA investigate metals, alloys and other mater
under various environmental conditions to determine t
usefulness as applied to advanced flight propulsion syste
They devise material testing methods and design spe
test equipment. They are also responsible for the determ.
tion of new fabrication techniques and causes of failure
manufacturing difficulties.
tt Pratt & Wh itn ey Ai rc raft . . .
Exhaustive testing of full-scale rocket engine thrust chambers is
carried on at the Florida Research and Development Center.
For further information regarding an engineer-
ing career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult
your college placement officer or write to Mr.
R. P. Azinger, Engineering Department, Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Connecticut.
PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Division of United Aircraft Corporation
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS — East Hartford
FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER — Palm Beach County, Florida
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SPUTNIK III
(Continued from page 21)
metering equipment, the radio ap-
paratus for measuring the satellite
coordinates, the program-timing de-
vice, the instruments of the system
of thermocontrol, the instruments
for temperature measurements, and
the devices which switch the instru-
ments and chemical feed sources on
and off. This rear instrument frame
is constructed of magnesium alloy.
The major part of the scientific
investigation instruments are located
on the forward instrument frame.
These instruments serve for meas-
urement of pressure, ion composition
of the atmosphere, concentrations
of positive ions, the magnitude of
electrical charge, the intensity of
the electrostatic field, intensity of
magnetic field, intensity of corpus-
cular radiation of the Sun, and the
radio transmitter. For the most part,
the location of these various instru-
mentations can be found in Figure
I. Only the more important instru-
ments are shown since the entire
body is full of instruments and show-
ing them is impossible in a two-
dimensional drawing.
The front of the satellite is closed
by a special protective cone which
is jettisoned after the vehicle is
launched into orbit. The jettisoning
of the nose cone and the final stage
in the launching are shown in Figure
2. The protective cone safeguards
the satellite's front part from ther-
mal and aerodynamic effects during
the early stages of the launching.
Apart from the protective nose cone,
a large portion of the satellite's
outer surface is covered with four
special shields during the launching.
These are also shown in Figure 2.
3
When the final stage is completed,
these shields remain on the rocket
carrier.
The satellite's multichannel radio-
telemetric system can transmit to
Earth an exceptionally large volume
of information. This system contains
a number of devices which make a
continuous memory record of the
recorded information that is trans-
mitted to Earth. This information is
stored in the system until the satel-
lite passes over one of the terres-
trial measuring stations, at which
point it is transmitted from the satel-
lite at a tremendously high rate of
speed.
The temperature measurement
system on the satellite makes con-
tinuous recordings of the tempera-
ture at different points on the sur-
face of the conic body and inside the
shell. The entire movement of the
satellite and all of its instrumenta-
tions is controlled by an electronic
program-timing device, which per-
iodically switches all of the instru-
ments on and off.
Apart from the chemical sources
of electrical current in the satellite,
a set of solar batteries is installed
in the fuselage. These batteries con-
vert the energy of the Sun's radia-
tion directly into electrical energy.
The solar batteries consist of a series
of elements, which are thin plates of
pure monocrystallic silicon with a
preset electron conductivity. Each
cell in the battery creates about 0.5
volts, with a solar conversion fac-
tor of approximately 11 per cent.
Model Comparison
Figure 3 shows a scale drawing
of the comparison between the Sput-
niks and the Explorers. It is evi-
dent that, as far as size is concerned,
the Russians have put up a tremen-
VS 4.
FIGURE 3
Sputnik's vs. Explorer I & III & II
A
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dous amount of tonnage as compared
to the United States. As far as an
energy-after-going-into-orbit com-
parison is concerned, we are led to
these calculations. In order to put
an artificial satellite into orbit, two
conditions have to be met:
1) It is necessary to raise the sat-
ellite to a pre-set altitude.
2) It is then necessary to com-
municate to the satellite the
velocity required for circling
around the Earth.
Consequently, the mechanical en-
ergy which the satellite possesses
in flight is equal to the sum of the
work expended on its lift into space
and the energy of its travel. For a
more accurate calculation, the force
of gravity must be considered since
it declines as the elevation of the
satellite increases.
Omitting the calculations them-
selves, we may make a comparison
between the existing Soviet satel-
lites and those of the United States.
If we set the total energy of Sputnik
I equal to 100 units, then the energy
of Sputnik II is 633 units, and that of
Sputnik III is 1,671 units. In com-
parison, using the same basis of
measurement, namely 100 units for
Sputnik I, Explorer I and III each
had a total mechanical energy of
18.2 units, while Vanguard II had a
mere 2.1 units of mechanical energy
for a total.
After this last paragraph, we must
realize that, although the United
States is by no means the complete
underdog in the Space Race, we
have been challenged at the point
where it hurts the most—our pride.
We seem to have the feeling that
Russia's first attempt at the launch-
ing of an Earth satellite was a suc-
cess, and that ours was a failure.
The thing that many of us forget is
that, although some of their scien-
tific data is released, we can never
be sure as to how many times they
attempted the launching before they
were finally successful. The main
worry the American public has now
is just how the Soviet Union is going
to use all of the knowledge they
have gained from the orbiting ve-
hicles over our heads. Will it be for
peace or war?
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A Campus-to-Career Case History
Bill Burns (far right) reviews a plan for expanding Syracuse's toll-free calling area with some fellow supervisors.
He wanted more than
"just an engineering job"
William G. Burns majored in Civil Engineering
at Union College. But he had his own ideas about
his engineering future. "I wanted a job with a
'growth' company," he says, "where I could get
diversified experience and have some adminis-
trative responsibilities."
Bill found his 'growth' company—and his man-
agement opportunity. On graduating in June,
1954, he started work with the New York Tele-
phone Company.
Six months of training and job assignments in
Albany familiarized him with the Plant, Com-
mercial, Accounting and Traffic functions of the
telephone business. Then came 18 months as en-
gineer in the Long Range Planning Group.
In October, 1956, Bill was promoted to Super-
vising Engineer. He was transferred to Syracuse
in August, 1958, as Supervising Engineer—Fun-
damental Plans, with a staff of four engineers
and two clerks. In this job, he studies and fore-
casts the future telephone needs of customers in a
4800-square-mile area, planning from three to 20
years ahead. He then co-ordinates the develop-
ment of plans to meet future needs with the
various engineering groups involved. Bill calls it
"management engineering."
Bill is married, has three youngsters and owns
his own home. "A man has to build his own
security," he says, "and finding the right place
to do it can be mighty important. Choosing a
Bell Telephone career was the best decision I ever
made. I don't know where an ambitious young
fellow can find more or better chances to move
ahead in management."
Many young men, with degrees in the sciences, arts, engi-
neering or business, are finding interesting and reward-
ing careers with the Bell Telephone Companies. Look
into career opportunities for you. Talk with the Bell
interviewer when he visits your campus. And read the
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Theta Xi
Now that Homecoming is over
and the after effects have been
drowned in black coffee, things are
back to normal in the TX house.
Congratulations to Alpha Tau Ome-
ga for their winning display. Ours
is still scattered over various parts
of south Terre Haute.
Brother Dan Pool recently gave
his Badge of Membership to Miss
Beverly Miller. Brother Pitt wants
to give his away, also, but has yet
to find anyone willing to take it.
It looks as if the TX Tigers will
be fighting with Lambda Chi Alpha
for second place in the IF football
race. Coach "Pappy" Schreiner is
in favor of proselyting a quarterback
for next year's squad, since Brother
Don Lanning refuses to play until
his nose returns to normal size.
Fall pledges are Don Augenstein,
Louisville, Ky., Bernie Landsbaum,
Robinson, Ill., and Bill McGivern,
East Gary. In the words of our
Leader, "Welcome aboard!"
Theta Xi's who are holding down
various school offices are: Ralph
Wardle, Junior Class President and
A.S.C.E. Vice-President; Jim Ma-
lone, Sophomore Class President;
Dan LaGatta, A.S.C.E. President;
Bill Rose, A.S.C.E. Secretary-Treas-
urer, Don Lanning, co-captain of
the 1960 Engineer baseball team;
Bob McCardle, Student Council
Vice-President; and Bernie Lands-
baum, Vice-President of the Camera
Club.
The 1959-60 social season started
with a mixer on October 16. Our
guests were the Sigma Kappa's from
State. A hayride is planned for the
near future.
Overheard during the Homecom-
ing week-end, as a group of cele-
brating Alums got into a car, "You




Sweeping, painting, nailing, study-
ing! Should be the best homecoming
ever with all this work going on at
Indiana Gamma Gamma. The dis-
play is well on its way to comple-
tion, and the many hours of work
it represents are being rewarded
amply by its appearance.
We Taus took some time off from
cleaning the house and studying for
t h e Fall Honors Convocation,
though, and it was well worth it.
Brother Bob Schukai, as president
of Blue Key, presided over the con-
vocation which saw ten Taus cited
for class honors. They were Bro-
thers Bill Johnson, Bill Perkins,
Louis Roehm, Bob Schukai, Woody
Stroupe, Jon Stiles, Thomas (T. C.)
Copeland, Dale Oexmann, Joe Sny-
der, Dave Starnes, and John Wal-
den. At the same convocation tap-
pings were held for Blue Key and
Tau Beta Pi national honor frater-
nities. Brothers Hal Booher, Bill
Carter, Marshall Garino, Bill John-
son, Jon Stiles, and Dave Trueb were
honored with pledgeship in Blue
Gey. They join other brothers who
are members already, Brothers Lar-
ry Berger, Ted Jaenke, Bill Per-
kins, Louis Roehm, Bob Schukai,
and Woody Stroupe. ATO was
also represented at the Tau
Beta Pi tapping ceremony with
Brother Bill Johnson adding his
name to those of Brothers Bill
Perkins, Bob Schukai, and Woody
Stroupe. In addition to the tap-
pings Brother Stroupe was pre-
sented with a membership in The
American Chemical Society for his
fine performance in chemistry.
Brother Joe Snyder was also hon-
ored when he was given the Fresh-
man, Heminway Medal, the high-
est scholastic award to be given to
a Freshman.
The visit of our national presi-
dent, Brother Gerald E. Johnson,
his wife, and Mr. and Mrs. Stewart
Daniels was a fine success. The par-
ty toured the campus and adminis-
tration building and was then quick-
ly whisked to WTHI for a television
interview. Returning to the house
they were shown the many new
improvements in the various sec-
tions as well as the new addition.
Our Mother's Club came through in
traditionally great style as they
served a delicious meal for the vis-
iting dignitaries and chapter. Gam-
ma Gamma was proud to have had
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Alatei
the honor of entertaining the John-
sons and Daniels, and we look
forward to having them with us
again in the future.
Interfraternity football is leaving
much to be desired this season, to
say the least. After losing two ex-
tremely close games to Lambda Chi
Alpha and Theta Xi, and another to
Sigma Nu, the Taus are thirsting
for a victory. One thing for sure,
we'll be out there in the second
round ready to capitalize on any
break to bring some victories home.
The social activities of the chap-
ter seem to have had some effect
as five brothers have lost their pins
since the last issue of the Technic.
Newly pinned couples include
Woody Stroupe and Miss Donna
Schumpert, Jerry Waltz and Miss
Vicki Broyles, Bob Schukai and Miss
Nancy Turner, Ted Jaenke and Miss
Nancy Grace, and Ron Staggs and
Miss Carol Hutchinson. Needless to
say, there has been quite a bit of
shower activity. Congratulations to
you all.
We are happy to announce that
Allen Jannasch is now proudly
wearing the pledge button of Alpha
Tau Omega. Al is a sophomore in
the E.E. department. Congratula-
tions, Al. It's good to have you with
us.
In the coming months will be the
VMI Dance, the Children's Christ-
mas Party, and finals week, and with
everyone working hard as they have
been so far this year they are all
sure to be great successes.
—Bill Carter
Lambda Chi Alpha
After winning their opening I-F
football game from ATO, the "fly-
boys" tied TX 0-0 and dropped two
hard-fought games to league lead-
ing EN, 13-12 and 12-6. The team
has improved considerably since
last year, but does not seem to
"click" at opportune moments.
Congratulations go to Gary
Phipps and Jim Funk, who are co-
editors of the new bi-monthly Rose
newspaper, The Explorer. Other
brothers, too numerous to mention,
also serve on the staff.
At the October 15 Honors Assem-
bly, brothers Jim Funk and Terry
Hallcom were tapped for Blue Key.
Jim was also tapped for Tau Beta
Pi, along with "Rusty" Archer.
A mixer was held with St. Mary's
of the Woods on October 2. It was
so successful that even Jim Gates
got a date.
We welcome Tom Bedwell and
John Haley who recently pledged.
Congratulations, men!
Bart Gronberg is again chairman
of Engineer's Day. We know that
Bart will make Engineer's Day a
rousing success.
Contributing to the success of our
Homecoming display were student
nurses from St. Anthony's Hospital.
Their assistance in decorating the




With Homecoming just around the
corner, there's a lot to be done.
Brother Charlie Smith has done a
great deal of work in organizing
the chapter to prevent our being
caught in a last minute rush—so,
here's hoping. With only a week
left, there's no telling what can
happen.
Charlie was recently tapped for
Blue Key fraternity, also. Another
recent event for the "old gang"
was the addition of a new pledge,
sophomore Don Hirst. Congratula-
tions from the chapter.
For the first time in recent years,
Sigma Nu is enjoying a three game
winning streak in I-F football. Dick
Landenberger has led the team with
top-notch passing, but equal credit
must be given Mike Smith, sports
chairman, and John Kuasnica for
catchin' the ol' football.
Last week we defeated ATO 24-0,
and this coming Sunday we face the
Terrible Tigers of Theta XI; so,
watch out bruthuh!
Brother Ross Kuykendall has
abruptly lost the services of his 1950
Mercury non-racing type auto. Af-
ter a mere 635,000 miles (almost) ,
of faithful service it passed on quiet-
ly. It's been a sad, sad day.
—Jim Onnen
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Let us now take a few moments
to get comfortable, light up a cig-
arette, relax and ponder over some
of the activities and incidents that
have occurred recently and are cov-
ered in this article.
The "Greencaps" this year fol-
lowed the example set by some of
last year's sophomores in proudly
raising a Rose flag over the Indiana
State campus. This banner was
solemnly raised in the wee hours of
the morning; the ceremony, as is
customary for such ceremonies, was
short and simple. On the contrary,
the seven foot by three foot bed-
sheet banner was quite extraordi-
nary. It must be said that the Rose
freshmen this year have a certain
uncanny knack for engineering in-
genuity. Their ingenious method
of securing the flag at the top of the
pole required the efforts of all the
campus attendants with the expense
incurring assistance of the fire de-
partment to retrieve the banner. It
seems an oddity that the administra-
tion hasn't received a letter of ap-
preciation for our best wishes on
their Homecoming. However, it
isn't odd that the freshmen are plan-
ning to have extra large groups at
each "watch shift" over our Home-
coming bonfire.
Interest in the convocations this
year has been stimulated by the
new president's policies. The new
rule that the bookstore, library, and
student grill are to be closed dur-
ing all convocations has increased
e
the attendance considerably. This in-
crease is due partly to the attendance
of neighboring schools and towns-
people. This year each convocation
and its date and subject nature is
going to be announced over the
local radio station, WBOW.
Heat Convocation
The student chapter of the Amer-
ican Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers sponsored an assembly Tues-
day, September 29, and presented a
film entitled "Heat" produced by
the Johns Manville Company. This
film gave the students a glimpse of
many new industrial processes of
great complexity that require a
working knowledge of heat transfer.
This company's main interest lies
in the field of research and develop-
ment of new heat insulators. Johns
Manville Company recently produc-
ed an insulator for rockets with a
new minimum K (thermal Conduc-
tivity) . This new material will aid
scientists in the problem of the
overheating of a rocket while in
flight in the atmosphere. With mod-
ern man's ingenuity and never dying
desire for scientific progress, this
company's engineers have a bright
future.
Rocky Mountain Rambles
The administration sponsored a
convocation Thursday, October 6 to
allow the much traveled naturalist,
Mr. Ralph Emerson Scott, to share
his many experiences with the stu-
dent body.
Mr. Scott's latest adventure was
a rambling trek over the Rocky
Mountains. The students followed
his journey and enjoyed many of his
sights on film. The personal narra-
tion of this film by Mr. Scott added
variety and humor. Mr. Scott
stressed the importance of nature's
surroundings that usually go un-
noticed.
Fordham Flash
Tuesday, October 13, a convoca-
tion was scheduled to appeal to the
sports consciousness of the student
body. Mr. Frank Frisch acquired the
nickname "Fordham Flash" by ex-
hibiting his excelling sports ability
while in attendance at Fordham Un-
iversity. After receiving his degree
from this University, he went straight
into national league baseball. His
accomplishments in baseball are a
good example of his ability. He play-
ed second base with success for the
St. Louis Cards on what was then
called the "Gashouse Gang" when
Dizzy Dean was pitching. Later in
his career, he managed the Chicago
Cubs. His managing abilities proved
to be a great asset to the team. Mr.
Frisch elaborated on the differences
in strategy when he played and the
present mode of conduct. Mr.
Frisch's jovial manner led to a very
pleasant presentation.
Honors Assembly
The Blue Key National Honor
Fraternity sponsored the annual
honors assembly, Thursday, Octo-
ber 15. This convocation is schedul-
ed to give personal recognition to
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stpute
By Jim Gates, jr., math.
those students who, during the pre-
vious school year, excelled in schol-
astic achievement and campus lead-
ership.
The number of students in each
class receiving certificates for class
honors last year were: 15 Fresh-
men, 13 sophomores, 12 juniors, with
seniors not being able to be recog-
nized.
Frankie Frisch, "The Fordham Flash."
A bronze medal, a copy of the
Heminway gold medal, is also
awarded annually to the student
for the highest standing in his work
for the freshman year. This year the
honor went to Joe Wayne Snyder.
The inter-fraternity council has
for several years awarded a trophy
to the social fraternity having the
highest average scholastic rating
each semester. The Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity retains this trophy
with a 2.73 cumulative rating.
Student Edward Kelly received a
five dollar cash credit award for be-
ing the freshman that had the high-
est cumulative rating difference be-
tween first and second semester
ratings.
Bob Schukai, president of Blue
Key, presided over the ceremony of
tapping new Blue Key pledges. The
following men received this honor:
Charles Smith, Dave Trueb, Dan La-
Gatta, Hal Booher, Terry Hallcom,
Bill Johnson, Jim Funk, Jon Stiles,
Bill Carter, and Marshall Garino.
Gary Phipps, president of Tau
Beta Pi, acted as master of cere-
monies for the tapping of new
pledges into this organization. New
pledges are Henry Bradley, Frank
Fisher, Bill Johnson, Ray Clark, Jim
Funk, and Russell Archer.
All of those students that re-
ceived various honors deserve the
respect of the student body and the
faculty for their diligent efforts.
These men are a definite asset to
(Continued on page 38)
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"bias" current. The magnitude of
this bias current is determined by the
ratio of one-half R1 to R3. If the
bias current were made great
enough, its peak value would "set"
the core at saturation with opposite
polarity from the time at which bias
current started (point 3 to 4, Fig.
3) (The amount of bias current





(Continued from page 19)
necessary to bring the core from
saturated to unsaturated condition,
or vice-versa.
Points 1, 4, and 5, Fig. 3, corres-
pond to points 1, 4, and 5, Fig. 4, and
illustrate how the firing angle may
be varied by the ratio of R1 to R3
anywhere between 0° and almost
180° of the applied voltage cycle.
With uncircled polarity of Fig. 2
MAGNETIC CONDITION
netically is only a small proportion
of the current passed by X4 in its sat-
urated condition; thus the high ratio
of R1 to R3) The point at which a
core is magnetically "set" by the
bias current determines the time
necessary to bring it to saturation
during the next half cycle of applied
voltage. The magnetic condition of a
reactor at the peak value of current
passed in its winding is illustrated
by point 3, Fig. 3. Point 2 corres-
ponds to the point at which the core
becomes fully saturated and "fir-
ing" occurs.
The curve in Fig. 3 is a hysteresis
loop. The loop for the actual core
material of the reactors in this am-
plifier is much more square with
sharper corners. Very little change
in magnitude of magnetizing force is
fires, X3 is biased. Similar action
occurs with X5 and X6. When X4
fires, X5 fires. When X3 fires, X6
fires. The current waveform of each
reactor-diode pair is that of Fig. 4.
When a signal is impressed on
winding 2 (Fig. 2) , the current in
the winding establishes a certain
flux level tending toward the same
flux polarity in all cores. Because
the gate windings of cores X3 and
X4 produce opposite magnetic ef-
fects (due to their winding direc-
tions) from those of cores X5 and
X6, the effect of a signal in winding
2 is to cause the biasing current in
the reactors to "set" cores X3 and
X4 differently than X5 and X6.
Points 6 and 7, Fig. 3, illustrate the
difference. A given signal will re-
sult in the firing angles of pairs
X3 - X4, and X5 - X6 being changed
equal and opposite amounts from
90 0
Current outputs of each reactor
pair X3 - X4 - X5 - X6 being
thus made unequal by a signal vol-
tage in winding 2, the resultant
voltage drops across R3 and R4 will
be unequal, and a net voltage will
appear across JK. This is the output
of the amplifier stage. Because of
the large differential currents pass-
ed by the reactors (due to differ-
ences in the firing angles) brought
the above process would take place about by relatively small signal in-
in opposite order. During the half- put currents XY, the stage as a
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Heat lost except at absolute zero?
A measure of disorder?
A statistical probability of state?
The gradient of a scalar?
Macrocosmic phenomenon or
microcosmic, too?
The fundamental concept of entropy
is involved in many phases of our
technology. Hence we have a funda-
mental need to know everything we
can about its significance. This
knowledge is critical to our work of
energy conversion.
Thus we probe and inquire, search
without wearying — call upon the
talents of General Motors Corpora-
tion, its Divisions, and other indi-
viduals and organizations — for a
complete appreciation of all phases
of scientific phenomena. By apply-
ing this systems engineering con-
cept to new research projects, we
increase the effectiveness with
which we accomplish our mission —
exploring the needs of advanced
propulsion and weapons systems.
Want to know about YOUR opportunities on
* the Allison Engineering Team? Write: Mr. R. C.
** Smith, College Relations, Personnel Dept.
•
**
Division of General Motors,
Indianapolis, Indiana
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These specialized electronics systems
are an important part of Collins' con-
tribution to advancements in military
and commercial communication.
Collins was selected over several com-
panies because it could do the job —
economically, with excellent equipment,
and provide capable engineering assist-
ance for all phases.
Collins needs engineers and physicists
to keep pace with the growing demand
for its products. Positions are challeng-
ing. Assignments are varied. Projects
currently underway in the Cedar Rap-
ids Division include research and de-
velopment in Airborne communication,
navigation and identification systems,
Missile and satellite tracking and com-
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
munication, Antenna design, Amateur
radio and Broadcast.
Collins manufacturing and R & D in-
stallations are also located in Burbank
and Dallas. Modern laboratories and re-
search facilities at all locations ensure
the finest working conditions.
Your placement office will tell you
when a Collins representative will be
on campus.
For all the interesting facts and fig-
ures of recent Collins developments
send for your free copies of Signal, pub-
lished quarterly by the Collins Radio
Company. Fill out and mail the at-
tached coupon today. You'll receive
every issue published during this school
year without obligation.
=COLLINS=
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Another giant machine that will
be even more powerful than the
Brookhaven Synchrotron will be a
two-mile long linear accelerator at
Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.
This accelerator will operate on a
different principle. It will produce
its huge force in much the same
manner that a surf board rider
builds up velocity by riding the
crest of successive ocean waves. In
this case the rider will be electrons
(atomic particles carrying a nega-
tive charge) which will be hurled
down a straight, airless steel tube
buried beneath 35 feet of earth. The
Stanford atom smasher will consist
of two parallel tunnels (See fig. 2.)
One will be about 15 feet wide and
contain a copper vacuum tube four
inches in diameter. Inside the tube
will be some 120,000 metal discs, an
inch apart, and each with an inch
hole in the center through which
the electrons will speed.
The second tunnel will house
klystron tubes to convert electrical
current into radio microwaves. The
microwaves will be fed into lateral
pipes or waveguides, spaced along
the tunnel at 10 foot intervals. The
waveguides, in turn, will send
synchronized streams of the micro-
waves into the four-inch tube to
boost the speed of electrons as they
travel past. Thus, the electrons will
ride the crest of a radio wave
through the accelerator's length un-
ATOM SMASHERS
(Continued from page 22)
til they smash into the target atoms.
At present, the largest accelerator
is a circular 10-BEV machine in
Subna, Russia. In contrast to Brook-
haven's, the Russian accelerator is
a weak focusing machine, 200 feet
in diameter, with a magnet ring con-
taining 36 tons of steel. This is nine
times the weight of the magnets be-
ing installed in the Synchrotron.
Russian physicists have also an-
nounced plans to build a 50-BEV
strong-focusing machine in Lenin-
grade. A 25 to 30-BEV proton accel-
erator is under construction in Gen-
eva, Switzerland, by the European
Organization for Nuclear Research
(CERN) .
The largest accelerator in opera-
tion in the United States is the
6-BEV Bevatron at the Lawrence
Radiation Laboratory, operated for
the Atomic Energy Commission by
the University of California. The
AEC's Argonne National Labora-
tory, Lemont, Ill., has started con-
struction on a 121/, BEV proton ac-
celerator, 200 feet in diameter. This
one, to be operated by the University
of Chicago, will be a weak-focusing
machine which will accelerate great-
er numbers of protons than the other
machine, thus creating more parti-
cles. This means that experiments
involving rarely-occurring particles
will be more easily performed at Ar-
gonne than else where, while exper-
iment needing higher energy will be
.,---------
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performed at the large machines
such as Brookhaven's.
What kind of experiments will be
conducted with these giant ma-
chines?
One involves a mathematical game
of chance known as monte carlo. A
speeding proton in an accelerator
hits a target atom and sets off a
series of billiard ball collisions with-
in the nucleus until finally a neu-
tron or proton is knocked free.
By playing a sort of atomic roul-
ette to predict the collisions within
the nucleus, scientists are able to
estimate the internal structure of the
atoms.
By using high speed electronic
computors, the scientists can pre-
dict when one of the collisions will
occur, thus set their photographic
equipment to record the event.
The "glue" believed to hold the
atomic nucleus together is called a
pi-meson or pion, a subparticle with
a mass 273 times that of an electron.
It, in turn, decays into other forms
when hit. If, by predicting, photo-
graphing, and studying the results
of collisions, scientists can determine
what makes a pion do the things it
does, they may learn the secret of
its strength.
Another important field of study
will be the creation of synthetic
elements by intense nuclear bom-
bardment of atoms. Limited experi-
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to score behind some fine downfield
blocking. The running attempt for
the extra point failed and that's the
way the score of the game ended,
North Park 20 Rose 6.
The following week, Rose travel-
led to Eureka, Illinois to take on
Eureka College. The weather condi-
tions for the game were far from
being even halfway decent. Rain be-
gan to come down about an hour
and a half before the game start-
ed and never ceased throughout the
entire game.
Although there was no score, Rose
gained over 200 yards which is very
creditable for the conditions under
which they played. Three times the
engineers threw away scoring
chances with fumbles on the 15, 20,
and 22 yard line of Eureka. Rose's
defense held Eureka to a gain of
less than 100 yards. Needless to say,
the game ended 0-0. After the game,
you couldn't tell the players even
with a scorecard.











(Continued from page 13)
College of Jacksonville, Illinois.
Then the following week is the
Homecoming game against Franklin
College.
Down in the fieldhouse the sound
of swishing nets is once again being
heard. Practice began October 15
for the freshmen with about 25 men
turning out.
Intramural football this year is
Co-Captains Anderson and Stroupe.
Experience
is a great teacher
but . . .
you can learn more
from books
cheaper and faster
Order your books through
Rose Polytechnic
Book Store
producing some fast and furious
games. There is quite a bit of keen
competition for the post position. All
3 top teams have the potential need-
ed to produce a championship. As of










In intrafraternity football, Sigma
Nu leads the pack with a 3-0 mark.
They are followed by Theta Xi and
Lambda Chi Alpha who are all tied
up with a 1-1-1 record having 0-0
the last time out. Following them is




Lambda Chi Alpha 11/2_1%
Alpha Tau Omega 0-3





644 Wabash - 815 Ohio
TERRE HAUTE,
INDIANA




In an airliner, every pound of weight saved is worth hundreds of dollars
... in revenue-making payload. And in military aircraft, pounds saved mean
added miles-per-hour ... or added load carried.
In commercial products . .. trucks, cars, materials-handling equipment ...
the pounds of dead weight you eliminate by using forgings make money
year-after-year for the operator. The forging process lets you put the metal exactly
where you need it to carry the load, withstand shock or vibration,
endure torsion. And with not a surplus ounce of non-working weight going
along just for the ride.
Forged parts are the designer's friend . . . strong where strength is needed,
lowest in weight, twice-worked by original rolling of the best metals
plus the hammer blows or high pressures of the forging process.
Write for literature to help you specify, design, and procure forged parts.
ki2AA. oc, AriZa.12, partit cleakzi/vx, AL to Ake,
Drop Forging Association • Cleveland 13, Ohio
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On Tuesday, October 6, the sopho-
more, junior and senior E.E.'s, plus
the sophomore M.E.'s spent the day
in Indianapolis where they toured
Western Electric, Indiana Bell Tel-
ephone Co., and Bell Telephone
Laboratories. The group was also
accompanied by Dr. Darrell Criss,
Kenneth Carr, and Eugene Clehouse.
The trip was planned by the Joint
Student Branch of I.R.E.-A.I.E.E.,
with the Bell System paying the bill.
At 10: 15 a.m. the three bus loads
of Rose men arrived at the Western
Electric plant where, upon signing
in, everyone was treated to coffee
and rolls, and the day's activities
were outlined. The Rose men were
then divided into groups of five
which were shown through the
plant and the Bell Laboratories by
engineers working there.
In the Bell Laboratories the stu-
dents got to see the design and test-
ing of some of the latest Bell equip-
ment such as the push button dial.
The operation of an automatic dial-
CAMPUS SURVEY
(Continued from page 31)
ing directory was also demonstrated.
This is a device which stores tele-
phone numbers and then, with the
pu3h cf a button, automatically dials
any particular number you may
want. Nei,v telephone designs are put
through very rigorous endurance
tests in the labs so that when they
reach the customer, they will with-
stand any abuse given them.
In the manufacturing division the
students watched the birth of tele-
phones and all the components that
go into them. Telephones of all types
and colors are made in this plant
along with just about every part
that goes into a telephone. The ma-
jority of the components are assem-
bled by women working on an as-
sembly line which travels through
out the plant. This plant turns out
approximately 30,000 telephones a
day.
At 12: 45, a buffet luncheon was
served, after which cigars were
passed out and a talk on the func-
tions of the Bell Telephone Labor-
atories was given by Mr. Bill Tuff.
He pointed out that the Laborator-
ies are located in the manufacturing
plant so that the design engineers
of Bell may work with the manu-
facturing engineers of Western Elec-
tric, thus turning out designs which
may be put into production with
the greatest economy. The Rose men
then boarded the buses and departed
for the Indiana Telephone Building.
Upon arrival at the telephone
building the group was first assem-
bled in the auditorium where they
were welcomed by Mr. Jess Over-
man. Demonstrations of the develop-
ment of the first switch boards and of
direct distance dialing were given. It
was pointed out that in the near
future all long distance calls will be
dialed directly without the need of
a telephone operator.
The Rose men were again divided
into groups of five which were then
given tours of the building. One of
the more interesting highlights of
the tour was a demonstration of the
use of IBM and Bell's own machines
to compute the customer's bill for a
(Continued on page 46)
Blue Key pledges, 1. to r., are Jon Stiles, Chuck Smith, Jim Funk, Hal Booher, Dan La Gatta, 'ferry Hallcom, Dave Trueb,
Marsh Garino, William Johnson, and Bill Carter.
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• The small gas turbine is an important aircraft
support item used primarily for starting jet engines
and providing on-board auxiliary power. The high
compressed air and shaft outputs for its small size
and weight mark it as an important power source
for common commercial use. AiResearch is the
largest producer of lightweight gas turbines, ranging
from 30 H.P. to the 850 H.P. unit pictured above.
EXCITING FIELDS OF INTEREST
FOR GRADUATE ENGINEERS
Diversity and strength in a company offer the
engineer a key opportunity, for with broad knowl-
edge and background your chances for responsibil-
ity and advancement are greater.
The Garrett Corporation, with its AiResearch
Divisions, is rich in experience and reputation. Its
diversification, which you will experience through
an orientation program lasting over a period of
months, allows you the best chance of finding your
most profitable area of interest.
Other major fields of interest include:
• Aircraft Flight and Electronic Systems— pioneer and
major supplier of centralized flight data systems
THE GARRETT
and other electronic controls and instruments.
• Missile Systems—has delivered more accessory power
units for missiles than any other company. AiResearch
is also working with hydraulic and hot gas control
systems for missile accessory power.
• Environmental Control Systems — pioneer, leading
developer and supplier of aircraft and spacecraft air
conditioning and pressurization systems.
Should you be interested in a career with The
Garrett Corporation, see the magazine "The Garrett
Corporation and Career Opportunities" at your
College placement office. For further information
write to Mr. Gerald D. Bradley...
CCORIPCORATION
(liPesearch Manufacturing Divisions
Los Angeles 45, California • Phoenix, Arizona
Systems, Packages and Components for: Ai Rc RAFT. MISSILE, NUCLEAR AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
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Examples of numerical systems reading clockwise
from bottom left: Babylonian Sexagesimal Sys-
tem, Mayan Vigesimal System, Chinese-Japanese
Numeral System, Egyptian Hieroglyphic System
undetermined ()multipliers
Ideas never go begging at Sylvania. They are taken up in 22 laboratories and 45 plants, examined
rigorously and put to test. Should they fail, they fail for lack of merit and not from neglect. * *
In our organization, a vast fund of ideas build up — ideas on electroluminescence, on information
theory and data transmission for space flight application, on the properties of matter that will extend
semiconductor device operational parameters, and the ultimate conductivity of alloys in supercold
environments. These are our undetermined multipliers — theories and methods which, when proved
and put to use, multiply man's capabilities and leisure.* * If you would work in this algebra
of human creativeness — in areas that may hold promise of fruition for future generations, as well
as in fields where goals are much nearer — if you would do this, focus on Sylvania, now embarking
on new programs of expansion enhanced by its recent merger with General Telephone Corporation.
r
L
Graduates at all degree levels in science & engineering
will discover Administration, Research, Development,
Manufacturing and Marketing careers at Sylvania in:
LIGHTING • RADIO • TELEVISION • HI-FI • ECM
• ELECTRONICS • SEMICONDUCTORS • PLASTICS
• PHOTOGRAPHY • AIRBORNE DEFENSE • RADAR
• COMMUNICATIONS & NAVIGATION SYSTEMS •
MISSILES • COMPUTERS • CHEMICALS • METALS
& WIRE • PHOSPHORS
1 Sylvania's laboratories and plants are situ-
ated in 13 states across the nation. Salaries are
excellent, benefits are intelligently broad and
include wide opportunity for advanced schooling.
To learn more about these opportunities, see
your College Placement Officer or write us for a
copy of "Today & Tomorrow with Sylvania."
st SYLVAN IA
Subsidiary of NCR"
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS 14.1.
-J 730 Third Avenue — New York 17, N. Y.
LIGHTING • TELEVISION-RADIO • ELECTRONICS • PHOTOGRAPHY • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY
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New products create
more good jobs at Du Pont
HOW LONG WILL IT STAY BRIGHT AND SHINY?
That depends, for the most part, on its
finish. The most dazzling cars on the road
today wear gleaming coats of Du Pont
"Lucite"* acrylic lacquer. For "Lucite"
stays bright and beautiful three times longer
than the best conventional finishes.
Like hundreds of other products de,
veloped through Du Pont research, "Lucite"
has created all kinds of new jobs. Jobs in
the laboratory. Jobs in production. And
jobs in sales and marketing. Good jobs
that have contributed substantially to the
growth of Du Pont and the prosperity of
our country.
It's an old story. But it's truer today
than ever. For the very nature of our busi-
ness makes research pay off, giving us the
courage to "obsolete" products when better
ones are found. This is probably why our
sales have increased more than tenfold dur-
ing the last twenty-five years. And for every
dollar we have spent on research during
these years, we have been able to invest
three in new production facilities.
What does all this have to do with you?
For qualified bachelors, masters, doctors,
career opportunities are greater today at
Du Pont than ever before. There is an in-
teresting Du Pont future for metallurgists,
physicists, mathematicians, electrical and
mechanical engineers, and other technical
specialists, as well as for chemists and chem-
ical engineers.
You probably won't discover a "Lucite,"
nylon or neoprene, or develop a revolu-
tionary new process, your first year. No-
body expects you to. But you will be given
responsibility from the very start, along
with training that is personalized to fit your
interests and special abilities. Our advance-
ment policies are based on the conviction
that you should work at or near the top of
your ability. For as you grow, so do we.
If you would like to know more about
career opportunities at Du Pont, ask your
placement officer for literature. Or write
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.),
2420 Nemours Building, Wilmington 98,
Delaware.
*"Lucite" is Du Pont's registered trademark for its acrylic lacquer.
a PM. BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING ... THROUGH CHEMISTRY
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This months Alumni News article
features a graduate who has made
the military a career. On April 1,
1959 Colonel Earle B. Butler as-
sumed the duties of District Engi-
neer, Corps of Engineers, at Buffalo,
New York. His duty in the Buffalo
District follows a fourteen-month
assignment in Korea.
Born in Terre Haute, Indiana,
Colonel Butler attended Rose Poly-
technic Institute where he received
his Bachelor's Degree in Civil En-
gineering in 1935. It was during his
college days that he entered the
ROTC and was commissioned a sec-
ond lieutenant in the Army Re-
serve. After graduation this native
Hoosier started to work for the
Tennessee Valley Authority at
Knoxville and remained with this
organization for the next six years.
Between 1938-1940 he attended
night sessions at the University of
Tennessee where he received his
Masters Degree.
In June 1941 he was called to ac-
tive duty where he was assigned
the duties of Area Engineer, Mili-
tary Construction in the Mobile En-
gineer District and remained in
military construction work until
1944. In this capacity he was respon-
sible for literally changing the Pal-
metto Swamps into modern Air
Force bases at Panama City and
Apalachicola, Florida. At Opelika,
Alabama he directed the construc-
tion of the prisoner of war camp in
the unbelievably short time of 45
41umpti Alews
By Louis Roehm, sr., c.e.
days. Following hi-; Opelika tour,
in December 1942, he directed the
construction of the Memphis, Ten-
nessee Air Force Depot and other
military installations in that area.
With the completion of the major
portion on the military construction
work, in May 1944, he was assigned
as Engineer Supply Officer at At-
lanta General Depot in Georgia.
Colonel Butler's next assignment
was at Camp Forrest, Tennessee
where he developed production
methods and facilities to use prison-
er of war labor to weave camou-
flage nets. Early in 1945 he was
transferred to the Baton Rouge En-
gineer Depot in Louisiana where his
duties as Commanding Officer con-
tinued until after World War II.
In 1946 he returned to civilian
life as Manager of Engineering and
Construction for the Standard Oil
Company, Illinois District. He re-
ceived his Regular Army Commis-
sion in 1947 and returned to Army
life. Colonel Butler was then as-
signed to Hanau, Germany, as Di-
rector of Engineer Supply and Pro-
curement. As Director he was re-
sponsible for all engineer material
procurement and distribution activ-
ities in Europe during the next three
years which included the period of
the sensitive Berlin Airlift in 1948-
49.
In 1950 he returned stateside to
assume the duties of Commanding
Officer of the 83rd Engineer Con-
struction Battalion at Fort Sill, Ok-
lahoma. The following year, during
the build-up of NATO forces, the
battalion was transferred to France
to begin construction work on the
1 i n e-o f-communications facilities
across France to support U.S. Forces
in Germany. Fourteen months later
he returned to Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas where he attended the Com-
mand and General Staff College for
one year. Upon graduation he was
assigned to Military Supply activi-
ties in the Chief of Engineers Office,
Washington, D.C. His duties at this
headquarters were intersperced with
attendance in 1954 at the Graduate
School of Administration, Carnegie
Institute of Technology. From 1956-
57 Colonel Butler attended the In-
dustrial College of the Armed
Forces at Fort McNair, Washington,
D.C., after which he was assigned to
(Continued cm page 46)
Colonel Butler.
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NASA's space efforts are directed toward two specific ob-
jectives. First, to make it possible for man to achieve the
same mastery over space he has already secured in every
other region he has attempted to make his own . . . on the
surface of the earth, tmder it, or in the air above it.
Second, to free man from one additional element of intel-
lectual bondage—that is, to gain for all mankind additional
knowledge about the cosmos.
To accomplish these objectives NASA's broadly conceived
programs encompass intensive work in the following areas:
Scientific investigations in space by means of sotmding
rockets, scientific satellites, lunar probes, deep space
probes.
Research and development of spacecraft, missiles and
aircraft.
Meteorological and communications satellite systems.
Space operations technology — Project Mercury and
space rendezvous techniques.
Space propulsion research, including solid propellant
rockets, high energy propellant rockets, 11/2-million-potmd-





Career opportunities for graduates at
NASA are as unlimited as the scope of
our organization.
Please address your inquiry to the
Personnel Director of any of the
following NASA research centers:
• Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia
• Ames Research Center
Mountain View, California
• Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
• High-Speed Flight Station
Edwards, California
• Goddard Space Flight Center
4555 Overlook Avenue, S.W.
Washington 25, D. C.
6
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration













important to you in the
formative phase of your







It is available to you
either in the world-
renowned Castell wood
pencil or in the Spiral
Grip TEL-A-GRADE
LOC KTITE with degree
indicator.
Black Gold graphite tests
out at more than 99%
pure natural carbon.
It is smooth, grit-free
and black as a raven's
wing. It takes a long,
keen point and resists
heavy pressure in
drawing or drafting.
Whether your talents are
creative or interpretive,
you'll do better work
once you acquire the
"golden touch" with
professional Castel!
tools. 20 superb degrees,
8B to 10H. Pick up
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ATOM SMASHERS
(Continued from page 35)
ments with small atom smashers
have led to new theories on the cre-
ation of the supernovae, the huge
stars that flare to brilliance in nu-
clear explosions millions of light
years from our planet.
Scientists speculate that the ex-
ploding supernovae are actually
giant atomic "furnaces". These "fur-
naces", with an intense nuclear flux,
can produce heavy artificial ele-
ments such as Californium. The
physicists base their "furnace"
theory on the fact that synthetic Cal-
ifornium 254 produced in atom
smashers has a half life of 55 days,
which corresponds closely to the
period of light reflected by explod-
ing stars.
A special panel appointed by Pres-
ident Eisenhower's Science Advisory
Committee recently pointed out the
potential of the giant accelerator. In
a 4000-word report, which recom-
mended a buildup in smasher re-
search, they said of the submicro-
scopic world:
"We are peeling an onion, layer
by layer, each layer uncovering in a
sense another universe, unexpected,
complicated, and as we understand,
more strangely beautiful."
They noted that 30 subatomic
particles have been discovered so
far. Their structures are largely un-
known, their interactions only part-
ly explored. But their combinations
seem to be the basis of all matter.
At least 13 of the particles are
thought to have anti-particle coun-
terparts, that is, physical equiva-
lents with opposite electrical charges.
Scientists have found that when
particles and their anti-particle
counterpart ;collide, they destroy
each other, instantaneously yielding
more than a thousand times the
energy, per pound, than the atomic
bomb.
This anti-matter can be created
in the collisions of an accelerator
but anti-matter particles almost im-
mediately collide with other parti-
cles, annihilating themselves and
their new partners.
Although the anti-matter can't be
stored on earth, physicists theorize
that a few anti-atoms may exist in
the vast clouds of thin gas between
the stars of our galaxy or of other
galaxies and could account for the
mysterious radio waves that reach
earth from space.
Indeed, anti-matter may have been
formed at the same time and in the
same quantities as other matter, in
which case entire galaxies of anti-
matter may exist in the far unseen
reaches of the universe, held apart
by a force like anti-gravity.
This speculation, which could be
confirmed by further exploration of
the heart of the atom, leads to the
questions that will have enormous
impact on proposed space travel.
For instance, if some galaxies in
outer space are composed of anti-
matter, will they be destroyed in a
violent explosion when touched by
matter such as a space ship? Would
such a gigantic explosion upset the '
balance of the universe and demolish
it?
Would the laws of physics in such
regions be identical to our own, and
are our physical laws valid for sub-
atomic particles?
This last question is especially
crucial since Stanford physicists
probing into nuclear particles have
already found descrepancies which
indicate that the present theory of
quantum electrodynamics may not
be valid for the hyper-short dis-
tances inside particles.
So far, the physicists, using the rel-
atively low powered accelerator at
their diposal now, have explored the
anatomy of protons and neutrons to
within a 30 millionth of a billionth of
a centimeter of their core.
"We have a clear picture of the
outer seven-tenths of the particles"
says Stanford's Prof.
stadter. "But no one
what lies within the
tenths." With higher
can look deeper. That
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Engineering student Frank G. decides to
TAKE A GOOD LOOK AT
HAMILTON STANDARD
WHO, WHAT, HOW? . . . Hamilton Standard, in its 40th year, is
the founding division of the billion-dollar United Aircraft Corpora-
tion. Long famous for propellers, now more than half of its
activity is devoted to environmental conditioning systems, engine
controls, hydraulics, ground support equipment, and electronics.
HOW MG, HOW SMALL? This engineering facility of 1,700,000 square
feet includes laboratory, test, engineering facilities and production
areas. The division employs over 700 professional engineers. Yet,
Hamilton Standard is compact, integrated, flexible. Projects are
conducted on a task-force basis with unique opportunity for individual recogni-
tion. There is free access to the United Aircraft corporate facilities, including
the finest privately-owned research facilities in the world.
WI1ERE, WIIAT ELSE? The complete Hamilton Standard story can-
not be told on this page . . . the advantages of locating in lovely
Connecticut with its wealth of cultural and recreational facilities
. . . the tuition-paid post graduate study program . . . the dynamic
product diversification activity that has created exceptional openings for incom-
ing engineers. But in later issues, we plan to give Frank G. the whole picture
. . . hope you'll be looking in.
For descriptive literature write to Mr. T. K. Bye
Administrator, College Relations
HAMILTON STANDARD A DIVISION OF
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.
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Korea as Commanding Officer, 2nd
Engineer Construction Group. It
was during this tour of duty that
units under his command completed
over 200 projects, among which were
the installation of electric power fa-
cilities, road and airfield paving,
construction of housing and storage
areas, and relocation of petroleum
product lines. For meritorious ser-
vice in this command, he received a
citation from the Eighth Army
Headquarters in Korea. He was also
awarded the Korean Distinguished
Service Medal by the Korean Gov-
ernment for this work.
Colonel Butler became a regis-
tered professional engineer in his
native state of Indiana in 1946 and
is currently registered in that state.
He is married to the former Mary J.
Cody of Terre Haute, Indiana and
has two sons, Lee and John.
The editors hope that by giving
the students a chance to read about
these Alumni each month, the stu-
dent will realize his goal in life.
CAMPUS SURVEY
(Continued from page 38)
Direct - Distance - Dialed telephone
call. One machine keeps a record of
the long distance calls by punching
holes in a paper tape. This tape in
turn is fed into another machine
which eventually computes and
types out the customer's bill. Other
interesting items were the machines
which take a dialed number and
find an open line, make the connec-
tions, ring the telephone and then
when the two parties are connected
goes on to another number to repeat
the whole process over completely
automatically. The group reassem-
bled in the auditorium for a short
question and answer session which
ended the day's program.
Recently, this writer has been
questioned as to the continuance of
this article after the creation of the
new school paper. The Technic staff
feels that this article is an integral
part of the magazine. This article is
the only chance that the alumni have
to keep informed about campus
events; its necessity and function
are therefore shown.
New Kind of Missile with
HIGGICIS
. . . carry it with you wherever you go!
Good news for draftsmen! New HIGGINS
AMERICAN INDIA INK Cartridge always feeds
the right amount of ink into pens and drawing
instruments. No mess, no waste!
Compact, rigid, plastic cartridge fits easily in
pocket, purse or drafting sets.
Stands on table, shelf, desk — won't roll off
inclined drafting boards! Most convenient way
to fill pens — and so economical!
Ask your art or drafting
supply dealer for this new item.
HIGGIMS
INN CO., INC.
Brooklyn 15, New York








(Continued from page 17)
old ready-mixed plant, located on
the Cuyahoga River, was selected
to prepare the Picker concrete to
take advantage of CBS's up-to-date
electronic batching equipment and
insure 100% accuracy in the mix
design. At no point in the process of
mixing the concrete at plant "J" was
manual labor employed. Electronic
controls turned out ready-mixed
concrete precisely to formula as
punch cards inserted in the oper-
ating mechanism regulated the
carefully designed mix for the Pick-
er job.
The cell itself is a three story
structure containing 300 cubic yards
of concrete, weighing more than 600
tons, placed in three separate pours
of one story each. Each pour
was accomplished in regular eight
hour working days. With good shale
underground, sufficient foundation
was accomplished with five foot wide
footers going 18 inches undergrourd.
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. . . a hand in things to come
Probing the atom...for you
The boundless energy of the uranium atom means a brighter future
Every day brings the benefits of atomic energy closer to our
daily living. It presents a whole new field of exploration for scientists aLl
over the world.
A longer, healthier life is hopefully ahead as radiation is help-
ing doctors learn more about the basic processes of life by revealing how
certain elements are put to work by the body. The controlled rays of the
atom are also being used to pin-point malignant tissues for subsequent treat-
ment. And radiation studies of how plants absorb nutrition from sun and
soil are showing the way to improved food supplies.
These are but a few of the vital jobs being done by radioisotopes
—radioactive materials created in atomic reactors at Oak Ridge, Tennessee
. . . the great atomic energy center operated by Union Carbide for the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission. The people of Union Carbide will continue
their pioneering research in atomic energy— and in the vital fields of alloys,
carbons, chemicals, gases and plastics—to bring you a brighter future.
Learn about the opportunities
at Union Carbide in carbons,
chemicals, gases, metals, plastics
and nuclear energy. Literature
is available at your placement
office or write to V. O. Davis,
Union Carbide Corporation, 30
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Stolen by Jerry Waltz, sr., e.e.
"You've read that passage said, "When I nod my head you discovered enough for tonight."
wrong Miss Adams—it's 'All men hit it." 
* * *
are created equal,' not 'All men They're burying him at noon to- For years the bum slept under
are made the same way'." day. bridges and in ditches. Then one
* * * * * * day he switched to culverts and
E. E.: "I hear the administra- First Little Boy : "I don't like became a man of distinction.
tion is trying to stop drinking." the new little girl in our block. Her 
* * *
C. E.: "That so? First thing neck's dirty." Her dainty foot brushed a potted
you know they will be trying to Second Little Boy : "Her does?" flower, upsetting it. She looked at
make the students stop too." 
* * * the spilled dirt gravely, then rais-
* * * A husband answering the phone: ed her childlike eyes to the sedate
A divinity student named "How do I know? Why don't you face of the minister and said,
Tweedle call the weather bureau?" "That's a hell of a place to put a
Once wouldn't accept a degree. "Who was that?" asked his wife. lily."
It's tough enough being Tweedle, "Some fool wanted to know if A tramp had been arrested and
Without being Tweedle, D.D. the coast was clear." when taken to the police station
* * * * * * was told to take off his clothes and
Tired engineering teacher: Two small boys in the Salvation take a bath.
"Many of my students are like Army diner put their grimy little "Me go in the water_ " he asked
processed coffee--98% of the ac- hands side by side on the white astounded.
tive ingredients have been removed tablecloth. ____"Yes, you need it," said the po-
from the bean." "Mine's dirtier than you'rn," ex- lice sergeant. "How long has it
* * * claimed one triumphantly. ben since you had a bath?"
If all the students who sleep in "Huh," snorted the other dis- "Well," replied the tramp, "I
class were laid end to end, they dainfully, "you're two years older'n ain't never been arrested before."
would be more comfortable. me." 
* * *
* * * * * * Let's eat, drink and be merry
Coed : "I'll stand on my head or A local barmaid was quite a today
bust." flirt, and when the Senior went For tomorrow we may die ;
P. E. Instructor: "Just stand on out to buy a paper she pursed her Let's fill the hours to the brim
your head, we don't ask too much." lips invitingly and leaned over the Then we shall say goodbye.
* * * bar towards the shy Junior. The morrow's here — we're still
Ch.E.: "Is my face dirty, or is it Putting her face against his she alive,
my imagination?" whispered: "Now's your chance, Last night was such delight !
E. E.: "Your face is clean. I darling." The Junior looked around And just in case we die tomorrow,
don't know about your imagina- the empty room. "So it is," he re- Let's celebrate tonight!
tion." marked, and promptly drank the 
* * *
* * * Senior's beer. Senior Engineer: We're coming
The M.E. instructor held the 
* * * to a tunnel. Are you afraid?
chisel against the rusted bolt. He Overheard in a parked car: Co-ed: Not if you take that ci-
looked at the M.E. student and "Slow down Columbus, you've gar out of your mouth.
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From research to finished product
Photography works with the engineer
Sparks fly as the plant photographer
records a grinding technique for study.
Giant machines produce a flow of photo-exact engi-
neering drawings—save countless hours of drafting
ti me.
Phowelastic stress an4lysis helps the design engineer
pinpoint areas requiring extra strength.
Today photography plays many important roles in
industry. It speeds engineering and production pro-
cedures. It trains and teaches. It sells. In whatever
work you do, you will find photography will play a
part in improving products, aiding quality controls
and inareasing business.
Careers with Kodak
With photography and photographic processes becoming
increasingly important in the business and industry of
tomorrow, there are new and challenging opportunities at
Kodak in research, engineering, electronics, design and
production.
If you are looking for such an interesting opportunity,
write for information about careers with Kodak. Address:
Business and Technical Personnel Dept., Eastman Kodak




the production line aid
operators in assembly
operations—save time
and reduce errors. „oes°
Mr. Savage, should young engineers
join professional engineering socie-
ties?
A. By all means. Once engineers
have graduated from college
they are immediately "on the
outside looking in," so to speak,
of a new social circle to which
they must earn their right to be-
long. Joining a professional or
technical society represents a
good entree.
How do these societies help young
engineers?
A. The members of these societies
—mature, knowledgeable men—
have an obligation to instruct
those who follow after them.
Engineers and scientists—as pro-
fessional people—are custodians
of a specialized body or fund of
knowledge to which they have
three definite responsibilities.
The first is to generate new
knowledge and add to this total
fund. The second is to utilize
this fund of knowledge in service
to society. The third is to teach




o. Specifically, what benefits accrue
from belonging to these groups?
A. There are many. For the young
engineer, affiliation serves the
practical purpose of exposing his
work to appraisal by other scien-
tists and engineers. Most impor-
tant, however, technical societies
enable young engineers to learn
of work crucial to their own.
These organizations are a prime
source of ideas — meeting col-
leagues and talking with them,
reading reports, attending meet-
ings and lectures. And, for the
young engineer, recognition of
his accomplishments by asso-
ciates and organizations gener-
ally heads the list of his aspira-
tions. He derives satisfaction
from knowing that he has been
identified in his field.
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Q. What contribution is the young en-
gineer expected to make as an ac-
tive member of technical and pro-
fessional societies?
A. First of all, he should become
active in helping promote the
objectives of a society by prepar-
ing and presenting timely, well-
conceived technical papers. He
should also become active in
organizational administration.
This is self-development at work,
for such efforts can enhance the
personal stature and reputation
of the individual. And, I might
add that professional develop-
ment is a continuous process,
starting prior to entering col-
lege and progressing beyond
retirement. Professional aspira-
tions may change but learning
covers a person's entire life span.
And, of course, there are dues to
be paid. The amount is grad-
uated in terms of professional
stature gained and should al-
ways be considered as a personal
investment in his future.
Q. How do you go about joining pro-
fessional groups?
A. While still in school, join student
chapters of societies right on
campus. Once an engineer is out
working in industry, he should
contact local chapters of techni-
cal and professional societies, or
find out about them from fellow
engineers.
Q. Does General Electric encourage par-
ticipation in technical and profes-
sional societies?
A. It certainly does. General Elec-
tric progress is built upon cre-
ative ideas and innovations. The
Company goes to great lengths
to establish a climate and in-
centive to yield these results.
One way to get ideas is to en-
courage employees to join pro-
fessional societies. Why? Because
General Electric shares in recog-
nition accorded any of its indi-
vidual employees, as well as the
common pool of knowledge that
these engineers build up. It can't
help but profit by encouraging
such association, which sparks
and stimulates contributions.
Right now, sizeable numbers of
General Electric employees, at
all levels in the Company, belong
to engineering societies, hold re-
sponsible offices, serve on work-
ing committees and handle im-
portant assignments. Many are
recognized for their outstanding
contributions by honor and
medal awards.
These general observations em-
phasize that General Electric
does encourage participation. In
indication of the importance of
this view, the Company usually
defrays a portion of the expense
accrued by the men involved in
supporting the activities of these
various organizations. Remem-
ber, our goal is to see every man
advance to the full limit of his
capabilities. Encouraging him to
join Professional Societies is one
way to help him do so.
Mr. Savage has copies of the booklet
"Your First 5 Years" published by
the Engineers' Council for Profes-
sional Development which you may
have for the asking. Simply write to
Mr. C. F. Savage, Section 959-12,
General Electric Co., Schenectady
5, N. Y.
*LOOK FOR other interviews dis-
cussing: Salary • Why Companies
have Training Programs • How to
Get the Job You Want.
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